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JOINT INTENTIONS AND COMMITMENTS 
Enhanced student achievement based upon high standards and expec- 
tations must be the driving force behind every activity of New York City 
public schools. To accomplish this, we must reinvent schools so that de- 
cision making is shared by those closest to students, including parents, 
teachers, administrators and other stakeholders. Layers of bureaucratic 
impediments must be peeled away so that flexibility, creativity, entrepre- 
neurship, trust and risk-taking become the new reality of our schools. 
Before the millennium, the factory model schools of the 1900s must make 
way for the child-centered schools of the next century. 
To this end, the Union and the Board mutually agree to join together 
with other partners in the redesign and improvement of our schools, in- 
cluding closing those that have failed and supporting their restructuring. 
We must challenge ourselves each day to improve student learning. based 
upon academic rigor, newfound flexibility, meaningful assessments and 
true accountability. Roles and responsibilities of parents, staff and other 
partners must be defined. The standards to which we hold our students 
must never be lower than those we hold for our own children. To ac- 
complish this, we must focus on both the depth and breadth of each pro- 
posed instructional and operational change, each designed to support the 
children and their teachers, whom we expect to meet these rigorous stan- 
dards. 
Change must be service-oriented. supportive and sufficiently flexible 
so that each school's educational vision can become a reality. It must be 
practical, possible, efficient and timely. Respect for each other and for 
every student must be unconditional if we are to accomplish what we 
must. 
To reach these goals, we commit to working together along with other 
stakeholders to develop by December 3 1, 1996 specific recommendations 
in areas requiring immediate attention. These will include, but not be 
limited to: 
- School Based Budgeting 
- Early Intervention and Prevention of Inappropriate Referrals to Spe- 
cial Education 
- Professional Development 
- Parent Outreach and Support " 
- Workload Standards 
Following the collaborative development of recommendations, it is our 
mutual commitment that some or all of them will begin during the school 
year commencing September 1996. This commitment is our pledge to the 
children of the City of New York, not just to a promise but to a reality of 
educational excellence. 
Art. 1 
ATTENDANCE TEACHERS PREAMBLE 
The Board of Education and the Attendance Teachers Chapter, United 
Federation of Teachers, recognize that they have a common responsibili- 
ty beyond their collective bargaining relationship. 
The Board and the Attendance Teachers Chapter wish to declare their 
mutual intent to work together toward the achievement of their aim of 
having every child educated effectively by improving attendance and as- 
sisting in the elimination of the cause of absence. 
The Board and the Attendance Teachers Chapter will strive to achieve 
a mutually acceptable formulation of general objectives and of long-term 
attendance goals and programs in areas of such mutual concern as the re- 
cruitment of well-qualified attendance teachers, the development of a 
more effective procedure to enable absentee children to return to school 
and to remain in school, the improvement of court procedures, and im- 
proved communication between supervisors and attendance teachers on 
all phases of their work, including the case assignments of individual at- 
tendance teachers and the programming of their professional activities. 
It is hoped that this joint effort will contribute in significant measure to 
the advancement of public education in the City of New York. 
AGREEMENT MADE AND ENTERED INTO by and between the 
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT OF 
THE CITY OF NEW YORK (hereinafter referred to as the "Board") and 
ATTENDANCE TEACHERS CHAF'TER, UNITED FEDERATION OF 
TEACHERS, LOCAL 2, AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS, 
AFL-CIO (hereinafter referred to as the "Union" or the "Chapter"): 
WHEREAS, the Board has voluntarily endorsed the practices and pro- 
cedures of collective bargaining as a peaceful, fair and orderly way of 
conducting its relations with its employees insofar as such practices and 
procedures are appropriate to the special functions and obligations of the 
Board, are permitted by law and are consonant with the paramount inter- 
ests of the school children. the school system and the public; and 
WHEREAS, in a special referendum conducted among the profession- 
al education personnel, over seventy percent of those who participated fa- 
vored collective bargaining as a way of conducting their relations with 
thc Board; and 
WHEREAS, thc Board, on March 8, 1962, adopted a Statement of 
Pdiciez a d  Practices with Respect to Representation of Pedagogical and 
Civil S& Employees for Purposes of Collective Bargaining with the 
Bord of Edudoo (hereinafter referred to as the "Statement of Poli- 
rks"); d 
WHEREAS, pursuant to the Statement of Policies, the Superintendent 
d Scbods dctamined that all employees employed by the Board of Ed- 
- in the titles of Attendance Teacher, Attendance Officer, Atten- 
Teachr (Spanish Speaking), Auxiliary Attendance Teacher and 
Auxiliary Attendance Officer, including regular substitutes but excluding 
supervisors, acting supervisors, per diem substitutes and those employees 
assiened to Mobilization for Youth and to the Interdepartmental Service 
center. constitute a unit appropriate for the purposes of collective bar- 
gaining; and 
WHEREAS, in a secret ballot election conducted by the American Ar- 
bitration Association on December 19,1962, among the employees in the 
unit to determine which, if any, of three eligible organizations they 
wished to represent them in collective bargaining with the Board, the 
Union received the majority of the valid votes cast, and the Board issued 
a Certificate of Exclusive Bargaining Status on February 13. 1963; and 
WHEREAS, other-than-occasional per diem substitutes were accreted 
to the bargaining unit pursuant to a determination by the Public Employ- 
ment Relations Board; and 
WHEREAS, the parties entered into a Memorandum of Agreement on 
January 24, 1991; and 
WHEREAS, the parties entered into a Memorandum of Agreement on 
May 14, 1996 effective as of October 16, 1995; and 
WHEREAS, designated representatives of the Board have met with 
representatives of the Union and fully considered and discussed with 
them, in behalf of the employees in the bargaining unit, changes in salary 
schedules, improvement in working conditions, and machinery for the 




The Board recognizes the Union as the exclusive bargaining represen- 
tative for a unit of all those employed in the titles of Attendance Teacher 
and Attendance Teacher (Spanish Speaking) including regular substi- 
tutes, full term per diem substitutes, and other-than-occasional per diem 
substitutes, but excluding supervisors, acting supervisors, occasional per 
diem substitutes and those employees assigned to Mobilization for Youth 
and to the Interdepartmental Service Center. Employees in the unit are 
hereinafter r e f e d  to as "attendance teachers". 
During the term of this agreement strould the Board employ a new ti- 
tle or category of employees having a community of interest with em- 
ployees in an existing bargaining unit described herein, employees in 
such new title or category shall be included within the existing bargain- 
ing unit where they have a community of interest, and upon request of the 
Union the parties shall negotiate the terms and conditions of employment 
for such new title or category of employees; but nothing contained here- 
in shall be construed to require re-negotiation of terms and conditions of 
employment applicable to employees in an existing bargaining unit as a 
Art. 2 
result of the Board's redesignation of the title or category of employees 
in the unit. 
It is understood that all collective bargaining is to be conducted at 
Board headquarters level. There shall be no negotiation with the Union at 
any other level. 
Nothing contained herein shall be consmed to prevent any Board of- 
ficial from meeting with any employee organization representing atten- 
dance teachers for the purpose of hearing the views and proposals of its 
members, except that. as to matters presented by such organizations 
which are proper subjects of collective bargaining, the Chapter shall be 
informed of the meeting and, as to those matters, any changes or modifi- 
cations shall be made only through negotiation with the Chapter. 
Nothing contained herein shall be construed to prevent any individual 
employee from informally discussing a complaint with his immediate 
superior. 
Nothing contained herein shall be construed to deny to any employee 
his rights under Section 15 of the New York Civil Rights Law or under 




The Union agrees to maintain its eligibility to represent attendance 
teachers by continuing to admit persons to membership without discrim- 
ination on the basis of race, creed, color, national origin, sex, marital 
status, sexual orientation, handicapping condition, or age and to represent 
equally all employees without regard to membership or participation in. 
or association with the activities of, any employee organization. 
The Board agrees to continue its policy of not discriminating against 
any employee on the basis of race, creed, color, national origin, sex, 
marital status, sexual orientation, handicapping condition, age or mem- 
bership or participation in, or association with the activities of, any 
employee organization. 
The Board agrees that it will not require any attendance teacher to 
complete an oath or &mation of loyalty unless such requirement is 
established by law. 
The Board of Education agrees that, as a result of the strike and its re- 
lated activities, it will not dismiss, demote, discipline, or otherwise act 
against any staff member because of his or her pluticipation in said strike 
or related activities. Specifically excluded from the foregoing are any and 
all provisions of the Taylor Law (New York Civil Service Law, Section 
200 et sq.), none of which are waived hereby. 
Any records of court proceedings or other memoranda relating to job 
action or strike shall not be put in a staff member's permanent file, except 
as required by law. 
ARTICLE THREE 
SALARIES AND BENEFITS 
A. Salaries and Differentials . -  - -. - - 
The salaries and differentials of employees covered by this agreement. 
and the eligibility requirements therefor, shall be as follows: 
1. Salary Schedules 
The following salary schedules shall apply to those employed in the 
following titles: 
Attendance Teachers 
Attendance Teachers (Spanish Speaking) 
ATTENDANCE TEACHERS SALARY SCHEDULES - CURRENT 
EARNEDMA EARNED MA 
BA BA+M BA+60 OREQUIV. MA+% OREQUIV.+JO 
C1 Cl+PD CZ CZ+m C2+PD CZ+ID+PD C6 C6+PD 
ATTENDANCE TEACHERS SALARY SCEIEDULES EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,1997 
EARNED MA EARNED MA 
BA BA+M BA+60 OREQUIV. MA+N OR EQUIV.+M 
S~CP C1 Cl+PD C2 CZ+m CZ+PD CZ+ID+F'D C6 C6+PD 
ATTENDANCE TEACHERS SALARY SCHEDULES EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,1998 
EARNED MA EARNED MA 
BA BA+M BA+60 ORPQUIV. MA+M OREQUIV.+M 
S W  C1 Cl+PD C2 CZ+ID CZ+PD CZ+ID+PD C6 CfcPD 
ATTENDANCE TEACHERS SALARY SCHEDULES EFFECTlVE APRIL 16,1999 
EARNED MA EARNEDMA 
BA BA+M BA+60 OREQUIV. MA+% OREQUIV.+30 
StCP C1 Cl+PD C2 CL+ID CZ+PD CZ+ID+PD C6 C6+PD 
ATTENDANCE TEACHERS SALARY SCHEDULES EFFECTIVE DECEMBER 16,1999 
EARNED MA EARNED MA 
B A BA+M B A 6 0  OREQUIV. MA+M OR EQUN.+M 
Ste~ C1 Cl+PD CZ CZ+ID CZ+PD C2+ID+PD C6 C6+PD 

Art. 3 A  4 d Art. 3 C I 
of any employee who holds a baccalaureate degree or who was graduat- 
ed from an approved four year normal school course, if such employee 
was licensed as a result of an examination wherein the academic qualifi- 
cations for the license were not restricted to holders of a baccalaureate de- 
gree or i:s equivalent. 
d. (1) Commencing September 1, 1969, eligibility for the second dif- 
ferential (Schedule C6) shall be acquired by an attendance teacher who: 
(a) Holds an approved doctorate issued by a recognized college or uni- 
versity; or 
(b) Holds an approved master's degree issued by a recognized college 
or university and who, after having earned the baccalaureate, has satis- 
factorily completed 30 semester hours of approved credits in college or 
university study in addition to those required for the master's degree. 
Provided, however, that an attendance teacher regularly employed by 
the Board of Education on June 30, 1967, who had satisfied the condi- 
tions of eligibility then existing or who satisfied those conditions not lat- 
er than June 30. 1970, shall not be affected by this alteration of the con- 
ditions of entitlement. 
(2) Rates under Schedule C6 shall be paid to an employee who was 
regularly employed on June 30, 1967, and who qualified for a second 
salary differential by meeting any of the following requirements not later 
than June 30, 1970: 
(a) An approved doctorate issued by a recognized college or universi- 
ty; 
(b) An approved master's degree issued by a recognized college or uni- 
versity and, beyond such degree, 30 semester hours of approved study be- 
yond the baccalaureate; and/or effective September 1996. professional 
development courses and/or activities approved by the Chancellor; 
(c) An approved baccalaureate degree issued by a recognized college 
or university and, beyond such degree, 60 semester hours of approved 
study; and/or 
(d) Effective February 1, 1964, 60 semester hours of approved study 
beyond the academic qualifications submitted and accepted for the origi- 
nal license when a baccalaureate degree was not required to qualify for 
said license. 
e. The promotional differential shall be paid to employees who qualify 
as follows: 
(1) Those who hold an approved master's degree issued by a recog- 
nized college or university; 
(2) Those who hold an approved baccalaureate degree issued by a rec- 
ognized college or university and who beyond such degree have satisfac- 
torily completed 30 semester hours of approved credits in college or uni- 
versity study provided, however, that they shall have completed not less 
than 36 semester hours of study in an approved subject matter area which 
may be in combination of graduate and undergraduate study; and/or 
(3) Those compensated under Salary Schedule C6 as of June 30.1962, 
provided that they shall have completed 24 semester hours of study in an 
approved subject matter area which may be in combination of graduate 
and undergraduate study. (The differential herein provided shall become 
payable only when the study requirements have been met.) 
f. When the payment of a salary differential is based upon the comple- 
tion of additional approved study, qualification for the differential and the 
effective date thereof shall be evidenced by a certificate issued by the 
Chancellor in accordance with appropriate regulations approved by the 
Board of Education. All college credits creditable toward college work in 
excess of the number required for the baccalaureate, whether earned be- 
fore or after graduation, shall be applicable for differential purposes. 
Effective for courses commenced after September 8, 1980 correspon- 
dence courses will no longer be acceptable for salary differentials or ad- 
vancement on the increment schedule. 
5. Intermediate Differential 
On such date as the requirements shall be met, as evidenced by certifi- 
cate issued by the Chancellor, additional compensation at the rate of 
$1,863 effective April 1, 1995 ($1,919 effective October 16, 1997; 
$1,957 effective October 16, 1998; $1,996 effective April 16, 1999; 
$2,067 effective December 16, 1999) per annum shall be paid to those at- 
tendance teachers eligible therefor pursuant to the conditions set forth be- 
low. Such additional compensation shall be known as the "intermediate 
differential," and the gross annual salary rates of attendance teachers to 
whom intermediate differential is payable, shall be computed by adding 
the applicable sum to the rates ascertained without consideration of said 
intermediate differential. 
Intermediate differentials shall be payable to attendance teachers who 
hold an approved baccalaureate issued by a recognized college or univer- 
sity and who beyond such d e m e  have satisfactorily completed 60 se- 
mester hours of approved credits in college or university study. 
The intermediate differential is not payable to anyone receiving the 
second differential. 
B. Staff Development Rate 
The hourly rate for paid attendance at training sessions shall be: 
Current $13.40 
Effective October 16, 1997 13.80 
Effective September 16, 1998 13.83 
Effective October 16, 1998 14.11 
Effective April 16, 1999 14.39 
Effective December 16, 1999 15.12 
C. Salary Credit 
1. Regular Substitute Semce 
An appointee as a regular attendance teacher who has performed prior 
Art. 3 C 2  
satisfactory service as a regular substitute for a period of one or more. 
t e r n  during the 10 year period preceding appointment shall be placed in 
the appropriate salary schedule as though all such regular substitute ser- 
vice had been performed in the capacity of a regular attendance teacher; 
and such appointee shall be given salary credit for each term of such reg- 
ular substitute service preceding appointment. 
2. Per Diem Substitute Service 
An appointee as a regular attendance teacher shall be granted one year 
of salary credit for each 175 days of satisfactory substitute service in the 
day public schools of the City of New York, provided that such substitute 
service was performed during the period of five years immediately prior 
to appointment. 
An appointee as a regular attendance teacher who has had 95 or more 
days of such substitute service, but less than 175 days, or who has 95 or 
more days in excess of 175 days or multiple thereof, shall receive one 
term of salary credit. 
An appointee as a regular attendance teacher who has had three years 
or more of such substitute service during the period of five years imme- 
diately prior to appointment shall receive salary credit, similarly comput- 
ed, for substitute service rendered during the period of 10 years immedi- 
ately prior to appointment. 
Newly-appointed persons shall enter at a salary step not higher than 
Step 6a and shall receive salary credit for each term up to 20 of prior reg- 
ular substitute service and prior per diem substitute service. 
D. Credit for In-Service Courses 
Where records of in-service courses needed to establish eligibility for 
salary differential are not available, an affidavit by the teacher-applicant 
for salary differential shall be accepted by the Board in lieu of other evi- 
dence of course completion, provided that such affidavit includes the fol- 
lowing: 
1. Approximate date of completion of the course; 
2. Such description of the course as the applicant can furnish; 
3. A statement that the attendance teacher-applicant received a salary 
increment during the year that hdshe completed the course and that such 
increment was granted upon submission of evidence of completion of the 
course; and 
4. A statement that the attendance teacher-applicant did not during the 
year in question qualify for salary increment on any basis other than com- 
pletion of the in-service course. 
E. Vacation Pay 
1. Summer Vacation Pay 
Summer vacation pay shall be pro-rated for the school year in which 
employees are appointed and for the school year in which their service 
ceases on the following basis: employees whoare appointed after the start 
of the school year and employees who are terminated, laid off, resign or 
retire on or before the end of the school year shall receive vacation pay 
for the summer following their appointment or cessation of service as fol- 
lows. One-tenth of the amount of the vacation pay which would be 
payable for a full school year's service shall be paid for each month of 
service or major fraction thereof during the school year in which they are 
appointed or cease service except that service of less than a major frac- 
tion during the fmt  month of appointment shall be credited for summer 
vacation pay. The pro-rating of summer vacation pay for the year in 
which employees are appointed and for the year in which their service 
ceases in accordance with this provision shall not diminish the employ- 
- ee's entitlement to any other behefit including health insurance and wel- 
fare coverage helshe would have received under the prior method of pay- 
ment. 
An employee who serves as a regular or per diem substitute and is ap- 
pointed after the beginning of the school year shall be entitled to the ad- 
ditional vacation pay of a regular or per diem substitute for the year in 
which helshe is appointed on the basis of his substitute service prior to 
hidher appointment. 
2. Vacation Pay Credit and Service Credit 
a. The estate of an attendance teacher who dies during the school year 
shall receive a pro-rata amount, based on the length of employment dur- 
ing the school year, of the vacation pay hdshe would have received had 
hdshe been employed during the entire school year. This section shall not 
apply to those attendance teachers who are presumed to have retired on 
the day immediately preceding their death pursuant to Section 13-545 of 
the Administrative Code of the City of New York, as amended. 
b. A regularly appointed attendance teacher who has rendered actual 
service during any school year covered in part by leave of absence for 
maternity and child care shall be given credit for salary increment pur- 
poses for any pro-rata vacation pay received for such service. 
F. Welfare Benefits 
1. Choice of Health Plans 
The Board agrees to arrange for, and make available to each attendance 
teacher, a choice of health and hospital insurance coverage from among 
designated plans and the Board agree5 to pay the full cost of such cover- 
age. 
Regularly appointed employees who are laid off and who are covered 
by a health and hospital insurance plan at the time they are laid off shall 
continue to be so covered for 90 days from the day on which they are laid 
off, and the Board will pay the full cost of such coverage. 
The Board, the Union and the City of New York continue to discuss on 
an on-going basis the citywide health benefits program covering employ- 
ees represented by the Union and employees separated from service. Any 
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prograrn-wide changes to the existing basic health coverage will be ex- 
pressly incorporated into and made a part of this Agreement. 
The provisions of Appendix B (Health Insurance) shall apply as mod- 
ified herein. 
2. Supplemental Benefits 
The Board will provide funds at the rate of $1,245 effective July 1. 
1995 ($1,320 effective May 16, 2000) per year on a pro-rata basis per 
month on behalf of each attendance teacher for the purpose of making 
available for each attendance teacher supplemental welfare benefits and 
for the purpose of making available college scholarships for children 
from low income families graduating from the City's public high schools 
under a plan to be devised and established jointly by representatives of 
the Union and of the Board. 
Domestic partners of covered employees will be provided with welfare 
fund benefits in the same manner in which covered employees who are 
rnanied receive such benefits for their spouses. 
The Board will continue to make payments for supplemental benefits 
at the rates per year set forth herein on a pro-rata basis per month for 90 
days from the day of layoff on behalf of each regularly appointed em- 
ployee who is laid off. 
The Union shall establish a supplemental welfare benefits fund pro- 
gram for employees represented by the UFT who have separated from 
service subsequent to June 30, 1970, who were eligible to receive s u p  
plemental welfare benefits and who were covered by a welfare fund at the 
time of such separation pursuant to a separate agreement between the 
Board of Education and the certifidunion representing such employees, 
who remain primary beneficiaries of the New York City Health Insurance 
Program and are entitled to benefits paid for by the City through such 
p r o w .  
The Board of Education shall contribute the following annual amounts 
on a pro-rata monthly basis for each eligible individual for remittance to 
the UlT to such supplemental benefits fund pursuant to the terms of a 
supplemental agreement to be reached by the parties: 
a. Eligible employees separated from service from July 1, 1970 
through September 8, 1982: 
Current $685 
Effective May 16,2000 760 
b. Eligible employees separated from service after September 8. 1982: 
Current $1,125 
Effective May 16,2000 1,200 
Employees who are separated from service and thereafter return to ac- 
tive service will be entitled to the same Welfare Fund benefits as other ac- 
tive employees. For the period of their active employment, such employ- 
ees will not also receive retiree benefits. Accordingly, the Union Welfare 
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Fund will receive only one contribution on behalf of each such employee, 
which shall be at the applicable contribution rate for active employees. 
Effective January 1, 1996, the contribution by the Board to the Union 
Welfare Fund shall be reduced by $100 per annum for each full-time em- 
ployee. for the time period from July 1,1995, through June 30,1996. The 
per annum contribution rate for employees separated from service to a 
welfare fund which covers such employees shall be reduced in the same 
manner as the per annum contribution rates for other employees are re- 
duced pursuant to this section. Effective July 31. 1999, the Board shall 
pay the Union Welfare Fund, on behalf of each active employee or em- 
ployee separated from service who is receiving benefits at that time, a 
- 
one-time payment of $100 pursuant to this section as well as any other 
amounts due pursuant to the existing Board-Union collective bargaining 
agreements, and Board-Union Welfare Fund supplemental welfare fund 
agreements. 
3. Health Care Flexible Spending Account 
a. A flexible health care spending account shall be established pursuant 
to Section 125 of the Internal Revenue Code. Those employees covered 
by this Agreement shall be eligible to participate on the same basis as 
they are eligible to participate in the citywide health benefits program. 
Effective July 1, 1993 participating employees shall contribute at least 
$260 per year up to a maximum of $1,000 per year. The labor-manage- 
ment health committee which includes Union and City representatives 
may modify these contributions levels, based on experience of the plan. 
b. Expenses covered by the account shall include but not be limited to 
deductibles, co-insurance, co-payments, excess expenses beyond plan 
limits, physical exams and health related transportation costs for vision, 
dental, medical and prescription drug plans where the employee and de- 
pendents are covered. In no case will any of the above expenses include 
those non-deductible expenses defined as non-deductible in IRS Publica- 
tion 502. 
c. An administrative fee of $1.00 per week for the first year shall be 
charged for participation in the program. Pursuant to Section 125 of the 
Internal Revenue Code, an employee's participation in the account is ir- 
revocable during any plan year and any excess funds in an employee's ac- 
count at the close of any plan year is retai_ned by the plan and not refund- 
able to the employee. 
G. Reimbursement for Medical Expenses 
Attendance teachers shall be reimbursed by the Board for reasonable 
medical expenses, not exceeding $750, incurred because of injuries in the 
line of dutv. to the extent that such exuenses are not covered bv insur- 
.. 
ance. In accordance with existing regulations, as they may be modified by 
the parties, this limit is waived for employees injured as a result of an un- 
provoked assault while on duty or while on schbol premises. 
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H. Damage o r  Destruction of Property 
The Board will reimburse attendance teachers for loss or damage or de- 
struction, while on duty in a school or district office, of personal proper- 
ty of a kind normally worn to or brought into a school or a district office. 
Attendance teachers will also be reimbursed for loss or damage or de- 
struction, while on official duty on field assignments, of personal proper- 
ty of a kind normally worn or carried on duty when such loss results from 
force or violence reported to the police. 
Reimbursement will be limited to a total of $100 in any school year; 
will be made when the attendance teacher has not been negligent; and 
will be granted to the extent that such loss is not covered by insurance. 
The term "personal property" shall not include cash. The terms "loss", 
"damage" and "destruction" shall not cover the effects of normal wear 
and tear and use. 
I. Salary Payment 
a. The parties agree that a biweekly payroll gives employees a date cer- 
tain for receipt of their pay. Therefore, the Board will convert the peda- 
gogical payroll to a biweekly payroll from a semimonthly payroll as soon 
as practicable. The parties will make whatever contractual changes are 
technically necessary to accomplish this goal. 
b. On the last day of the school year, employees shall receive five (5) 
paychecks which are not to be cashed until the date appearing on the pay- 
checks dated on or about June 30, July 15, July 30, August 15 and Au- 
gust 3 1. 
The Board and the Union agree that any employee who attempts to 
cash or cashes any of these five paychecks prior to the date on the pay- 
check(~) shall thereafter reimburse the Board and/or the City of New 
York for any costs resulting from such action by deduction of such costs 
from the payments due to said employee. 
The early distribution of these five paychecks shall end if five (5) per- 
cent of the paychecks in any one summer are prematurely cashed and the 
practice in existence prior to this agreement shall resume. 
c. The Board will recommend to the Comptroller of the City of New 
York that he itemize more fully paychecks and that he provide accompa- 
nying explanations when lump sum payments are made. 
d. Effective no later than February 15, 1997, the Board will have in 
place an electronic funds transfer (EFT) program without resort to a pay- 
roll lag for those bargaining unit members who are regularly scheduled 
employees in titles paid on the Q Bank and who elect the receipt of their 
paychecks by electronic funds transfer. The first enrollment period will 
take place in November 1996, with annual enrollments each March there- 
after. 
J. Use of Personal Cars 
Attendance teachers, except those who work primarily in midtown 
Manhattan, will be given authorization to use their personal cars on offi- 
cial business in accordance with criteria, procedures and other require- 
ments of generally applicable rules and regulations issued by the Chan- 
cellor. 
Attendance teachers authorized to use their personal cars on official 
business shall be reimbursed in accordance with the allowance estab- 
lished by the City Comptroller. It is understood that this provision is sub- 
ject to the continuing budgetary authority of the Board to permit use of 
personal cars on official business. 
K. Reimbursement for Telephone Calls 
- Attendance teachers shall be reimbursed for all business telephone 
calls made from pay telephones where Board telephones are not avail- 
able. 
L. Repayment of Deferred Monies* 
The Board and the City shall make payment to each employee affect- 
ed by paragraph two of the Memorandum of Agreement dated January 
24, 1991 (set forth in Appendix C) regardless of whether the employee is 
still in active service at the time payment is made. This includes. but is 
not limited to, any employee who retires or otherwise separates from ser- 
vice, or in the event of the individual's death, his or her beneficiary. The 
payment shall be made in two installments. 
The first payment was made on September 1,1995, in an amount equal 
to one-half the amount set forth in paragraph two of the Memorandum of 
Agreement dated January 24,1991 (set forth in Appendix C) with respect 
to each such employee. 
The second and final payment shall be made on September 1, 1996 in 
an amount equal to the unpaid balance, plus interest at 9% per annum on 
the unpaid balance from September 1, 1995. 
ARTICLE FOUR 
PENSION AND RETIREMENT PROGRAM 
A. Annuity Fund 
The Board shall contribute at the rate of $400 per year to the Teachers' 
Retirement System to be credited monthly to the annuity account of each 
attendance teacher who is at the maximup step of hisher salary schedule. 
The Board will seek such legislation as may be necessary to provide 
for these annuity contributions. In the event that necessary enabling leg- 
islation is not enacted, the Board will pay monthly to each attendance 
teacher covered in the preceding paragraph at the rate specified above. 
B. Support for Program 
1. The Board and the Union agree to support legislation giving atten- 
'Fmm Memorandum of Agreement dated January 24. 1991 which is also anached hereto at 
Appendix C. 
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dance teachers the option of transferring from the Board of Education Re- 
tirement System to the Teachers' Retirement System. 
2. The Board hereby affirms its support of the following program: at- 
tendance teachers shall be entitled to credit for teaching service rendered 
while employed by the Works Progress Administration before entry into 
the Board of Education Retirement System. 
C. Board of Education Retirement System 
For members of the Board of Education Retirement System, the Board 
agrees to provide, effective September 8, 1969, the same pension benefits 
as were heretofore approved by the Board of Education for other mem- 
bers of the Board of Education Retirement System. 
D. Pension Legislation 
1. The parties will jointly support legislation to allow active Tier 11, HI, 
and IV employees covered by this Agreement to purchase Tier I benefits 
at their expense through payroll deductions. Active employees enrolled in 
fractional plans will be allowed to enroll into the A plan on the same ba- 
sis. 
2. Section 1 is subject to the parties agreeing upon the costs of these 
benefit improvements, including any additional health insurance benefit 
costs, all of which will be borne entirely by the participating employees 
without any cost to the Board or the City. A pension labor-management 
committee will be established to agree upon the details of the proposed 
legislation and its attendant costs and shall include representatives of the 
City, the Board and the Union. 
E. Tax Deferred Annuity Plan 
The parties agree to jointly support legislation and to obtain any other 
necessary regulatory approval, to enroll newly-hired employees who do 
not enroll in a retirement or pension system maintained by the City of 
New York in the Board's 403@) Annuity Plan at the time the employee 
is hired. It is further agreed that such employees will be provided with the 
option to withdraw from enrollment in the Board's 403(b) Annuity Plan. 
F. Early Retirement Incentive (ERI) 
Upon Union ratification of this Agreement, the Board will agree in ac- 
cordance with Chapter 30 of the laws of 1996 to exercise its option to of- 
fer a non-targeted ERI that will be open to all eligible employees in titles 
represented by the UFT. 
ARTICLE FIVE 
LICENSURE, ASSIGNMENT AND APPOINTMENT 
A. Regularized Licensure 
The Board of Education shall provide for the regular licensure of at- 
tendance teacher personnel consistent with the needs of the instructional 
program and subject to applicable law and the by-laws of the Board of 
Education. The Board will take the following actions: 
The Board has established regular licenses valid for service as an at- 
tendance teacher under regular appointment, or for day-to-day per diem 
service, or for full-term assignment, or for other service as an attendance 
teacher. including bilingual service. All positions will be filled by persons 
holding such regular licenses except under the following circumstances: 
1. Where a position must be filled to provide the service of an atten- 
dance teacher for which no person holding such regular license is imme- 
diately available after all efforts have been made to fill the position by a 
person holding such regular license; and 
2. Where the kind of attendance teacher work is not normally per- - 
formed in the public schools and is temporary in nature. 
B. Provisional Attendance Teachers 
1. A Certified Provisional employee (CP) is a person who has not yet 
.o been appointed, who holds a New York State provisional or permanent 
certificate, a New York City regular license or a New York City substi- 
tute license issued on or before June 30, 1969. CPs do not require annual 
renomination. 
2. A Preparatory Provisional employee (PP) is a person who has not yet 
completed all the requirements for New York State provisional certifica- 
tion, but who holds a New York State temporary license. Pursuant to 
Commissioner's regulations, a PP will be eligible for annual renomina- 
tion for a state temporary license for a period of three years provided that 
for each year of service the PP has been rated satisfactory and has shown 
progressioward state provisional certification. For any PP who satisfies 
these conditions the Chancellor will seek state renomination. 
3. Appointments and assignments to positions shall be made in accor- 
dance with state education law, Commissioner's regulations and applica- 
ble Board of Education regulations and provisions of this Agreement. 
Appointments shall be made from eligible lists of persons holding regu- 
lar licenses. After all available persons with regular licenses have been 
appointed and where positions still remain vacant or arise during the 
course of the school term, certified provisional attendance teachers shall 
have priority for any assignment. Where no certified provisional atten- 
dance teacher is available for assignment, preparatory provisional atten- 
dance teachers will be eligible for such,.assignment. 
Except in cases of emergency, any CP or PP employed to fill a full 
term or balance of term assignment will be retained for at least the dura- 
tion of that term. 
C. Assignment During First Fifteen Days 
An attendance teacher who is assigned during the first fifteen (15) days 
of the school term to a position which is expected to be vacant for that 
term shall serve under the terms and conditions of this Agreement which 
would be applicable if a regular substitute attendance teacher were serv- 
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ing in that position. 
D. Withdrawal of Resignation and Subsequent Re-employment 
1. Requests for withdrawal of resignation on the part of attendance 
teachers who attained permanent tenure prior to their resignation shall be 
effectuated, subject only to medical examination and the approval of the 
Chancellor, provided that application for such withdrawal of resignation 
is made on or before the opening of school in September next following 
five years after the effective date of resignation. In all other cases of with- 
drawal of resignation, the requirements of former Section 255 of the 
Board of Education by-laws shall continue in effect. 
2. Attendance teachers who resign and subsequently are re-employed 
following the effectuation of their request to withdraw resignation shall 
be placed in the salary step at which they were at the time of resignation 
and shall be given the sick leave ''bank" and sabbatical leave rights 
which they held at the time of resignation. 
E. Absence Without Notice 
Attendance teachers who are absent for 20 consecutive school days 
without notice shall be deemed to have resigned unless they have reason- 
able cause for failure to notify. The issue of the reasonableness of the 
cause and the penalty, if any, shall be subject to the grievance procedure, 
including binding arbitration, set forth in Article Sixteen. 
F. Return to Former License of Appointment 
To open more opportunities to serve in the New York City public 
schools, and to encourage the use of shortage area licenses, the parties 
have agreed to the following system for license reversion, which supple- 
ments the existing procedure. This new system requires application and 
approval to revert to a former license and appointment. Except in unusu- 
al cases, approval will not be given to change from a shortage to a non- 
shortage license area. However, pedagogues serving in agreed-upon 
shortage areas may apply under Section 248 of the Chancellor's Regula- 
tions to revert to a former license and appointment. 
Except for pedagogues serving in agreed-upon shortage areas, peda- 
gogues who have been previously appointed under different license(s) 
may apply to serve under any such license(s) according to the following 
guidelines: 
1. The former license was validated by serving one year satisfactorily 
under that license and is still valid, and 
2. The most recent three years of active service have been rated satis- 
factory, and 
3. A vacancy in the school, district or city exists in the former license. 
A pedagogue whose application to return to a former license is ap- 
proved will be placed at the next reorganization in a vacant position in the 
same school or program in which helshe is serving. If no such vacancy 
exists hdshe will be placed in a vacancy in the same community school 
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district or superintendency. If no vacancy exists in the community scbool 
district or superintendency, the Division of Human Resources will place 
the pedagogue in a vacancy in the city. 
For the purpose of this provision, a vacancy is defined as an unencum- 
bered position, an anticipated vacancy, or a position currently held by a 
substitute. 
A pedagogue who returns to a former license must serve a minimum of 
two school years in the license before being eligible to apply again under 
this provision. 
A pedagogue who reverts to a license in an agreed-upon shortage area 
-. 
pursuant to this provision has the right to return to the license from which 
hdshe reverted after at least two years of service in the shortage area. 
ARTICLE SIX 
HOURS 
A. Schedule of Hours 
The daily schedule of hours for attendance teachers shall be from 8:30 
a.m. to 3:40 p.m., including a lunch period of 40 minutes, except as oth- 
erwise provided in Article Seven A (Special Assignments). 
B. Compensatory T i e  OfP for Overtime 
Compensatory time off for overtime work performed will be granted 
on the following basis: 
Overtime is defined as official duty, outside of regular hours, which 
has been assigned and authorized by the district supervisor or by any oth- 
er bureau of attendance supervisor. Overtime includes travel time from 
home to place of call and return, if the overtime assignment requires a 
second trip on any one day to and from the employee's home. Overtime 
does not include time taken for meals. 
The need for overtime will be determined by the district supervisor, or 
by any other authorized supervisor, who will specifically authorize and 
assign the overtime to be worked, indicating the estimated time required. 
Compensatory time off equivalent to the amount of overtime worked 
will be granted for any overtime period of 30 minutes or more. Overtime 
of less than 30 minutes, which is scheduled in advance and is not assigned 
for reasons of emergency, shall also be compensated by the granting of 
equivalent time off. 4 
Compensatory time off may be taken, subject to the approval of the 
district or authorized supervisor, at any time of the regular work day. The 
time off should be taken within two weeks following the overtime 
worked. However, a maximum of three hours and 20 minutes of com- 
pensatory time earned by working overtime on more than one occasion 
may be taken as a morning off or as an afternoon off, provided the time 
off is taken within the two-week period following the last occasion of 
such overtime worked. 
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C. Work Year 
All attendance teachers shall report to begin work on the Tuesday fol- 
lowing Labor Day for a professional day and they shall be in attendance 
on duty thereafter on all days of the school year except the last two week- 
days of the month of June. 
Beginning with the 1991-92 school year and continuing thereafter, the 
official school year calendar shall be reconfigured to provide a one week 
February mid-winter recess which includes Washington's Birthday, with- 
out reducing the number of instructional days for students.* 
In no event, however, shall the number of days worked in any school 
year under this work calendar be fewer than the number of days atten- 
dance teachers would have worked had they reported, as before, on the 
Friday after Labor Day and worked through the last weekday in June. 
ARTICLE SEVEN 
ASSIGNMENTS AND FACILITIES 
A. Special Assignments 
Special assignments are assignments to the truancy patrol team, the 
court unit, and such other special assignments as may be created after 
September 9, 1987. 
Notice of special assignment positions shall be posted City-wide set- 
ting forth the duties and qualifications for the position. 
Selection for special assignments shall be from among qualified appli- 
cants. Where qualifications for the assignment are the same, the applicant 
with the highest seniority shall be given preference. Special assignments 
shall be approved by the releasing superintendent or other appropriate 
Board official, unless there is good and sufficient cause to disapprove. 
Special assignments shall be for a specified period of time, or without 
limit of time. If the special assignment expires within one year, the atten- 
dance teacher shall have the right to return to the former organizational 
unit. Otherwise, the excessing rules will apply. 
Selection for special assignments is not subject to the provisions of Ar- 
ticle Twelve (Transfers). 
B. Field Visits 
An attendance teacher may request that an escort be provided for his 
protection in making a particular field visit. Where the district or autho- 
rized supervisor finds such request to be reasonable, a second attendance 
teacher or another Board employee will be assigned to accompany the at- 
tendance teacher on the designated field visit. Any grievances arising un- 
der this provision shall not subject to arbitration. - 
C. Positions in State and Federally Funded Projects 
Positions for attendance teachers in state and federally funded projects 
- 
"ibis scnrence is tiom h e  Memorandum of A p m e n t  dated January 24. 1991 which is also 
anached hemto in Appndix C. 
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shall be posted by the Bureau and applications of all attendance teachers 
shall be considered for such positions on the basis of seniority. 
D. S ~ l i t  Assignments 
- 
Upon request, an attendance teacher serving in a split assignment shall 
be reassigned in accordance with hisher layoff seniority to a full position 
in the d i k c t  or superintendency or before a newly hued em- 
ployee. Such reassignment shall be effectuated at the next reorganization. 
E. Regular Part-Tie  Assignments for Appointed Attendance 
Teachers 
- 
1. A limited number of regularly appointed attendance teachers (in- 
cluding attendance teachers on unpaid leaves) may be assigned to less 
than full-time positions where such an assignment meets a particular need 
of the school system, including, but not limited to, filling a vacancy 
where no full-time attendance teacher is available, alleviating a shortage 
- 
area, or sharing a full-time position with another attendance teacher on 
unpaid leave. The number of these positions in any school year will be 
decided jointly by the Board and the Union and awarded on the basis of 
agreed-upon criteria. 
2. Attendance teachers in these positions will be entitled to full health 
and welfare benefits and pro-rata salary (including vacation pay) and pro- 
rata sick leave. 
3. Service performed in this program shall be considered for all se- 
niority and salary credit consistent with current Board policy. 
4. The Board and the Union shall seek appropriate legislation, where 
necessary to secure pension rights. 
5. All provisions of this Agreement shall apply except Articles Six 
(Hours), and Eighteen (Working Conditions of Per Diem Substitutes). 
F. Supplies 




A. School-Based ManagementlShared Deciiion-Making 
(SBMISDM) 
The Union and the Board agree that SBWSDM is a process in which 
all members of the school community collaborate in identifying issues, 
defining goals, formulating policy and implementing programs. The 
uniqueness of each school community requires that the SBMISDM 
Drocess and the organizational and instructional issues discussed are de- 
;ermined by the staff, parents, administration and students (where appro- 
oriate) at individual schools through the SBWSDM team. The Union and 
;he ~barci agree that in order to achieve SBMlSDM at the school level 
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significant restructuring of instruction must occur. and the parties agree 
to work cooperatively in an effort to bring about these changes. 
1. Eligibility and Involvement 
a. All schools are eligible to apply for participation in SBWSDM. 
School participation shall be voluntary and subject to approval by 75% of 
the voting, non-supervisory school based staff (e.g. teachers, paraprofes- 
sionals, support staff and others) and agreement of the principal, the ap- 
propriate superintendent and parents. Similarly, schools involved in 
SBWSDM may choose to opt out of the program at any time. The deci- 
sion to opt out shall be voluntary and subject to approval by at least 75% 
of the voting, non-supervisory school based staff. 
b. All votes of non-supervisory school based staff concerning partici- 
pation in SBMISDM shall be conducted by the UFT chapter. 
c. Schools involved in SBWSDM shall conduct ongoing selfevalua- 
tion and modify the program as needed. 
2. SBM/SDM Teams 
a. Based upon a peer selection process, participating schools shall es- 
tablish an SBWSDM team. For schools that come into the program after 
September 1993, the composition will be determined at the local level. 
Any schools with a team in place as of September 1993 will have an op- 
portunity each October to revisit the composition of its team. 
b. The UFT chapter leader shall be a member of the SBMISDM team. 
c. Each SBWSDM team shall determine the range of issues it will ad- 
dress and the decision-making process it will use. 
3. Staff Development 
The Board shall be responsible for making available appropriate staff 
development, technical assistance and support requested by schools in- 
volved in SBWSDM. as well as schools expressing an interest in future 
involvement in the program. The content and design of centrally offered 
staff development and technical assistance programs shall be developed 
in consultation with the Union. 
4. Waivers 
a. Request for waivers of existing provisions of this Agreement or 
Board regulations must be approved in accordance with the procedure set 
forth in Article 8 8  (School Based Options) of the Teacher Agreement 
i.e., approval of 75% of those UFT chapter members voting and agree- 
ment of the school principal. UFT district representative, appropriate su- 
perintendent, the President of the Union and the Chancellor. 
b. Waivers or modifications of existing provisions of this Agreement 
or Board regulations applied for by schools participating in SBMISDM 
are not limited to those areas set forth in Article 8B (School Based Op- 
tions) of the Teacher Agreement. 
c. Existing provisions of this Agreement and Board regulations not 
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specifically modified or waived, as provided above, shall continue in full 
force and effect in all SBMISDM schools. 
d. In schools that vote to opt out of SBWSDM, continuation of 
waivers shall be determined jointly by the President of the Union and the 
Chancellor. 
B. School Allocations 
Before the end of June and by the opening of school in September, to 
involve faculties and foster openness about the use of resources, the prin- 
cipal shall meet with the chapter leader and UIT chapter committee to 
discuss, explain and seek input on the use of the school allocations. AS 
soon as they are available, copies of the school allocation will be provid- 
3 ed to the chapter leader and UFT chapter committee. 
Any budgetary modifications regarding the use of the school alloca- 
tions shall be discussed by the principal and chapter committee. 
.9 C. Reduction of Paperwork 
Committees composed equally of representatives of the Board and the 
Union shall be established at the central, district and division levels to re- 
view and reduce unnecessary paperwork required of employees. 
Any proposed additional paperwork shall be reviewed by the appropri- 
ate level committee and such committee may make recommendations to 
the Chancellor, community superintendent or division head as appropri- 
ate. The Board shall not act unreasonably on the committee's recommen- 
dation. 
D. Evaluation/Observation Joint Committee 
The UFT and the Board of Education are committed to attracting and 
retaining the most competent staff and will strive towards the creation of 
an evaluation and professional development plan that gives each staff 
member choices and a role in hidher own professional growth. This pro- 
gram should enable staff to assist in the professional development of less 
experienced colleagues. 
To this end the Urn  and the Board of Education will establish a joint 
committee to seek out and put into place a high quality prescriptive eval- 
uation and professional growth system. We will seek to enhance and de- 
velop skills and knowledge as well as provide a means of identifying 
those whose competence is in question. 
E. Professional Development and Secofld Dierentid 
As one aspect of the parties' interest in professional development, a 
joint Board-UFT committee comprised of three (3) designees of the UFT 
President and three (3) designees of the Chancellor shall be established to 
expand and professionalize available staff development opportunities. 
As a priority, the joint committee will focus on new professional de- 
velopment opportunities for teachers seeking their second differential, 
and for other pedagogues seeking a comparable differential, and will 
make its initial recommendations to the Chancellor in time for imple- 
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Board's office of occupational safety and health and in a manner that 
minimizes disruption to the school or other workplace. 
E. Safe Environment 
1. In recognition of the importance of employee safety and health, the 
Board agrees to provide the appropriate recognized standards of work- 
place sanitation, cleanliness, light, and noise control, adequate heating 
and ventilation. The Board of Education agrees to eliminate recognized 
hazards that are likely to cause serious physical h m .  
2. If the Union believes a situation has arisen that is likely to cause se- 
rious physical harm, it may bring it to the attention of the Chancellor or 
designec who shall immediately assess the situation, including on-site in- 
spection where appropriate, and take such action as the Chancellor deems 
appropriate. In the event the Union seeks to contest the Chancellor's de- 
termination, it may exercise its statutory rights under New York State La- 
bor Law Section 27a (PESH) or other legal authority. 
3. The Board will issue a circular advising staff of their rights under 
PESH and other applicable law and post the notices required by law. 
F. Renovation and Modernization 
The Union and the Board believe that modernization and renovation 
projects are vital to enable children to receive the educational services to 
which they are entitled. However, in order to limit any educational dis- 
ruption that a modernization project can create, and to protect the health 
and safety of the staff and students that use a school setting undergoing 
modernization, the Board and Union have agreed to standard procedures 
that help to ensure that health, safety and educational standards are main- 
tained during school capital modernization projects. These standard pro- 
cedures will be applied in school capital modernization projects under- 
taken by the School Construction Authority and will be posted and re- 
viewed with all staff in any school undergoing modernization. Where 
conditions require it, the standard procedures may be modified after con- 
sultation with the Union. 
ARTICLE TEN 
LEAVES 
A. Cumulative Absence Reserves and Sick Leave 
1. Attendance teachers on regular appointment reinstated after retire- 
ment will be credited with the cumulative reserves remaining to their 
credit upon retirement and such reserves as they accumulated as regular 
substitutes. 
2. Attendance teachers on regular appointment who resign or retire will 
be credited upon resuming service as regular substitute attendance teach- 
ers with 120R00 of the unused cumulative reserves remaining to their 
credit upon resignation or retirement. 
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3. Employees on regular appointment who have accepted regular sub- 
stitute attendance positions in order to establish eligibility for the regular 
attendance teacher license and who have cumulative reserves as a result 
of prior Board service will be credited with such reserves during their pe- 
riod of substitute service. 
4. Attendance teachers on regular appointment called to military duty 
will be credited upon their return with the same sick leave allowance for 
the period of their military service as they would have been entitled to in 
Board service. 
5. Attendance teachers on regular appointment whose licenses are ter- 
minated will be credited with 1201200 of their unused cumulative re- 
0 serves if they then serve as regular substitutes. or, if appointed anew, with 
their unused cumulative reserves. 
6. Unused sick leave accumulated as a per diem substitute shall be 
transferable to the attendance teacher's ''bank" as a regular substitute or 
d 
appointed attendance teacher. 
7. Unused sick leave accumulated as a paraprofessional shall be trans- 
ferable to the attendance teacher's ''bank" as a regular substitute, or an 
appointed attendance teacher. 
8. An attendance teacher on regular appointment who has exhausted 
hisher cumulative sick leave may borrow up to 20 days of additional sick 
leave. However, in order to assure that borrowed sick leave is repaid, the 
employee may be required to sign an appropriate document prepared by 
the Board acknowledging a legal obligation to repay upon the cessation 
of service. For purposes of this provision. "cessation of service" means 
resignation, retirement, termination for cause or death. 
9. Sick leave privileges shall extend to the taking of annual physical 
checkups or the taking of annual laboratory tests. Such absences shall be 
limited to one day in each school year. 
10. Attendance teachers on regular appointment shall be granted ab- 
sence refunds for illness on application, without a statement from a physi- 
cian, for a total of no more than ten days in any school year. Attendance 
teachers will be allowed to use three of such ten days of sick leave for 
personal business provided that reasonable advance notice is given to the 
head of the school. Days off for personal business are intended to be used 
only for personal business which cannot be conducted on other than a 
school day and during other than schoo!hours. 
11. Regular substitute attendance teachers shall be granted absence re- 
funds for illness on application, without a statement from a physician. for 
no more than five days in one school term. However, regular substitute 
attendance teachers who serve two terms in one school year shall be 
granted a total of no more than ten such absence refunds, during the two 
terms, three of which may be used for personal business provided that 
reasonable advance notice is given to the head of the school. Days off for 
personal business are intended to be used only for personal business 
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which cannot be conducted on other than a school day and during other 
than school hours. 
12. Attendance teachers serving in schools or while on official duty on 
field assignments shall not suffer loss of sick bank days for absence due 
to illness from the following children's diseases: rubeola (measles), epi- 
demic parotitis (mumps), and varicella (chicken pox). It is understood 
that this paragraph does not apply to rubella (German measles). 
13. The Board will approve absences without loss of sick bank days for 
attendance teachers who contract hepatitis B as a result of working with 
children who have been evaluated as presenting a substantial risk of ex- 
hibiting acting out behavior. 
14. Employees who are absent due to allergic or positive reaction from 
a skin test shall not suffer loss of sick bank days. 
15. Attendance teachers who resign or retire shall, upon application, 
receive termination pay on the basis of one half of up to 200 days of the 
unused sick leave accumulated as a regularly-appointed or regular substi- 
tute. If the resignation or retirement becomes effective at any time other 
than the end of a school year, sick leave for the period of service during 
that school year shall be paid at the rate of one day for each two full 
months of service. Upon ratification and adoption of this Agreement, ter- 
mination pay pursuant to this provision shall be paid in three equal cash 
installments payable two months, fourteen months and twenty-six months 
following hidher termination date. 
16. The estate of an attendance teacher who dies during the term of this 
contract shall receive termination pay calculated on the same basis. This 
paragraph shall not apply to those attendan~e~teachers who are presumed 
to have retired on the day immediately preceding their death pursuant to 
Section 13-545 of the Administrative Code of the City of New York, as 
amended. 
17. Absence for illness after September 1, 1967, will be charged on a 
day-for-day basis to any unused sick leave accumulated prior to Septem- 
ber 1, 1967. 
18. Absence immediately prior to resignation shall be paid on the same 
basis as termination pay. 
19. Employees on sabbatical leaves of absence shall not accrue days in 
their cumulative absence reserves for the period of the sabbatical leave. 
B. Sabbatical Leaves 
1. Attendance teachers on regular appointment will be eligible for sab- 
batical leave for study or restoration to health after each 14 years of ser- 
vice. The first 14 years of service may include a maximum of three years 
of substitute service for which salary credit was granted. Courses for 
study sabbatical shall be job-related in accordance with criteria estab- 
lished by the Chancellor. 
2. Approval of the school medical director is required for all sabbati- 
cals for restoration to health. Attendance teachers on regular appoinmrot 
who have less than 14 years of service will be eligible only for a "special 
sabbatical leave for restoration to health" after seven years of service on 
regular appointment. 
A "special sabbatical leave for restoration to health" shall be for a pe- 
riod of six months beginning on August 1 and ending on January 31 of 
the following year or beginning on February 1 and ending July 31 of the 
same year. However, a "special sabbatical leave for restoration to health" 
may be taken for a period of at least one month but less than six months 
under the following circumstances: 
a. The employee meets all the eligibility criteria for a six-month "spe- 
cial sabbatical leave for restoration to health." 
b. The employee has exhausted hisher cumulative absence reserve. 
c. The school medical director will determine when the employee is fit 
to return to duty. The superintendent will return the employee to hidher 
assignment as soon as possible, following the date of return determined 
by the school medical director. 
d. The employee will be deemed to have exhausted years of service for 
sabbatical eligibility based upon the formula: 
Calendar Days of Leave x 7 years 
180 
3. A sabbatical leave shall be for a period of one year. beginning on 
August 1 and ending on July 31 of the following year. 
4. Attendance teachers on sabbatical leave of absence shall receive 
compensation at the rate of seventy (70) percent of the attendance 
teacher's regular salary. The sabbatical leave pay of attendance teachers 
who receive a bonus shall be based upon their annual salary and the 
amount of the annual bonus received. The sabbatical leave pay of atten- 
dance teachers who receive a license salary differential shall be based 
upon their annual salary and the amount of the license differential. 
5. Attendance teachers on "special sabbatical leave for restoration to 
health" (as defined in paragraph 2 above) shall receive compensation at 
the rate of sixty (60) percent of their regular salary during such leave. The 
pay for the "special sabbatical leave for restoration to health" (as defined 
in paragraph 2 above) of attendance teachers who receive a bonus shall 
be based upon their annual salary and the amount of the annual bonus re- 
ceived. The pay for the "special sabbatical leave for restoration to health" 
of attendance teachers who receive a license salary differential shall be 
based upon their annual salary and the amount of the license differential. 
6. Attendance teachers serving a probationary period in a second li- 
cense within the bargaining unit shall be permitted to take a sabbatical 
leave of absence or a "special sabbatical leave for restoration to health" 
(as defined in paragraph 2 above) during such period if they are otherwise 
eligible; however, there shall be no reduction, by reason of such leave, of 
the total probationary period which they are required to serve. 
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leave of absence with pay during the first 30 days of such service unless 
the Board is otherwise required to make payment of salary during such 
military service. 
F. Payment for Jury Duty 
Attendance teachers who are required to serve on jury duty will receive 
ful! salary during the period of such service, subject to their prompt re- 
mittance to the Board of an amount equal to the compensation paid to 
them for such jury duty. 
G. Terminal Leave 
Terminal leave with pay shall be allowed to those attendance teachers 
who are about to retire who are members of the Board of Education Re- 
tirement System. Such terminal leave shall be allowed as follows: 
1. In the case of employees with ten or more years of service, it shall 
be in an amount equivalent to the amount of sick leave balance to the em- 
ployee's credit, with the following exceptions: (a) The maximum allow- 
able terminal leave shall not exceed one month for every ten years of ser- 
vice, pro-rated at the rate of three calendar days per year, or major frac- 
tion thereof; and (b) The minimum allowable terminal leave shall be one 
month. 
2. In the case of an employee with less than ten years of service, it shall 
be in the amount of three calendar days per year of service or major frac- 
tion thereof, without regard to sick liave balance. 
ARTICLE ELEVEN 
RETENTION, EXCESSING AND LAYOFF 
A. Retention and Seniority of Substitutes 
Seniority shall govern in the retention of regular substitutes as follows: 
1. Persons on the regular attendance teacher eligible list who have sub- 
stitute certificates have preference over all other persons for regular sub- 
stitute attendance teacher vacancies. 
2. Those regular substitutes who have more than one year of continu- 
ous satisfactory service as substitutes shall have preference for retention 
according to their seniority in regular substitute openings. 
3. If any of the substitutes referred to in the preceding paragraph must 
be released because substitute positions are eliminated, those with the 
least seniority shall be released fmt. Substitutes so released shall have 
preference for reassignment to another regular substitute vacancy within 
a 12-month period following such release according to their seniority. 
4. For the purposes of the preceding paragraphs, seniority is defined as 
aggregate time served as an attendance teacher. 
B. Excessing Rules-Appointed Attendance Teachers 
Before applying the rules for involuntary excessing, the senior atten- 
dance teacher who volunteers will be excessed from the school to a va- 
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cancy within the same district or, in the case of high schools, within the 
jurisdiction of the responsible high school superintendent. If no senior at- 
tendance teacher volunteers, the following excessing rules shall be ad- 
h e d  to: 
Rule 1. Within the district, or other organizational unit, the attendance $1 
teacher in the bargaining unit with the least seniority within license will i 
be the first to be excessed, and probationers will be excessed before those 
who have completed probation. For purposes of excessing, all attendance i 
teachers, attendance officers and auxiliary attendance teachers shall be 
grouped together into one seniority list. 
Rule 2. In determining the seniority of an attendance teacher for the 
purposes of excessing, layoff seniority shall apply. 
Rule 3. Attendance teachers in excess in a district office under the ju- 
risdiction of a community board must be placed in vacancies within the 
district to the fullest degree possible. For districts, or organizational units 
under the jurisdiction of the central Board, attendance teachers in excess 
in a district or organizational unit must be placed in appropriate vacancies 
within the district or central office. 
Rule 4. To minimize movement of personnel, excessed attendance 
teachers shall be assigned within the district or organizational unit to ap- 
propriate openings or vacancies. If there are no openings or vacancies in 
the district or organizational unit the attendance teacher with the least se- 
niority in license shall be the first to be excessed from the district or or- 
ganizational unit. 
Rule 5. The central Board has the responsibility for placing attendance 
teachers who are excessed from a community dishict office and cannot 
be accommodated by their own district, within budgetary limitations and 
if vacancies exist within the City. Where possible, the wishes of the at- 
tendance teacher will be taken into account in his placement by the cen- 
tral Board. If no vacancy exists, Section D of this Article shall apply. 
Rule 6. When an attendance teacher position in central headquarters is 
abolished, the occupant of that position is excessed, and he shall be grant- 
ed the same rights for placement as an attendance teacher who is excessed 
from a community district. 
Rule 7. An attendance teacher who has been excessed to another dis- 
trict may request an opportunity to return to the district from which he 
was excessed if within a year a vacancy.should occur in that district. Such 
a request will have priority over any other transfer or appointment to that 
,i vacancy. 
C. Appointment to New Program, License or Title 
Attendance teachers who are displaced by the establishment of a new 
1 program, license or title shall be given an opportunity to present their 
qualifications and if found qualified shall be given preference for ap- 
pointment to such new program, license or title. 
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4. Transfers will be granted on the basis of seniority to qualified eligi- 
ble employees whose requests are on file. For this purpose, seniority is 
defined as layoff seniority. In the cases of equal seniority, preference 
shall be given on the basis of standing on the eligible lists, and for atten- 
dance teachers appearing on different lists, on the basis of the list having 
the earliest date. 
5. No more than one request for transfer out of any one district will be 
granted in any one year. If more than one qualified employee in a district 
is eligible for transfer, the senior employee's request will be granted. 
6. An attendance teacher whose request for transfer has been granted 
shall be notified by the Division of Human Resources prior to the end of 
the school year. 
7. An applicant for transfer who does not receive a desired assignment 
shall, upon request to the Division of Human Resources, be given the rea- 
sons for not having been selected. 
8. Transfers on grounds of hardship (as determined by the Division of 
Human Resources) shall be allowed independent of the above provisions. 
Transfers of employees after three years of service on regular appoint- 
ment may be made on grounds of hardship on the basis of the circum- 
stances of each particular case except that travel time by public trans- 
portation of more than one hour and 30 minutes each way between an em- 
ployee's home (or City line in the case of an employee residing outside 
the City) and district office shall be deemed to constitute "hardship" en- 
titling the applicant to a transfer to a district office to be designated by the 
Division of Human Resources which shall be within one hour and 30 
minutes travel time by public transportation from the employee's home, 
or City line in the case of employees residing outside the City. 
9. Administrative procedures for the effectuation of these provisions 
are to be formulated by the Board in consultation with the Union. 
ARTICLE THIRTEEN 
UNION ACTIVITIES, PRIVILEGES, AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
A. Restriction on Union Activities 
No attendance teacher shall engage in union activities during the time 
hdshe is assigned to duty. Members of the Chapter's negotiating com- 
mittee and its special consultants shall, upon proper application, be ex- 
cused without loss of pay for working time spent in negotiations with the 
Board or its representatives. 
B. Chapter Leader Time 
The Chapter Leader or hidher alternate shall be allowed one day per 
week for the investigation of grievances and for other appropriate activi- 
ties relating to the administration of the agreement and to the duties of 
hislher office. 
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C. Exclusive Check-Off 
The Board will honor, in accordance with their terms, only such writ- 
ten authorizations as are properly executed by employees in the unit cov- 
ered by this agreement for the deduction of their dues in behalf of the 
Union. 
The Board will honor individual written authorizations for the deduc- 
tion of Union dues in accordance with their terms, including authoriza- 
tions stating that they are irrevocable until the following June 30 and au- 
tomatically renewable for another year unless written notice is given to 
the Board between June 15 and June 30. 
The Board and the Union will send a joint notice to all employees 
whose current authorizations are on file informing them that the autho- 
rizations will be understood to be irrevocable and automatically renew- 
able as stated above unless notice is given to the Board within 45 days 
thereafter. 
D. Agency Fee Deduction 
The Board shall deduct from the wage or salary of employees in the 
bargaining unit who are not members of the UFT the amount equivalent 
to the dues levied by the UFT and shall transmit the sum so deducted to 
the UFT, in accordance with Section 208(3)@) of Article 14 of CSL. The 
U r n  affirms it has adopted such procedure for refund of agency shop de- 
duction as required in Section 208(3)(b) of Article 14 of CSL. This pro- 
vision for agency fee deduction shall continue in effect so long as the 
UFT establishes and maintains such procedure. 
The Union shall refund to the employees any agency shop fees wrong- 
fully deducted and transmitted to the Union. 
The Union agrees to hold the Board harmless against claims arising out 
of the deduction and transmittal of agency shop fees where there is a fi- 
nal adjudication by a coun or arbitrator or by PERB that said agency shop 
fees should not have been deducted and/or transmitted to the Union. 
The agency shop fee deductions shall be made following the same pro- 
cedures as applicable for dues check-off, except as otherwise mandated 
by law or this Article of the Agreement. 
E. Bulletin Boards 
A bulletin board shall be reserved at an accessible place in each district 
office for the exclusive use of the Chapter for purposes of posting mate- 
rial dealing with proper and legitimate [Inion business. 
F. District Chapter Meetings 
> 
Upon request to the district or appropriate supervisor, Chapter mem- 
bers in a district office shall be permitted to meet within the building 
occupied by the district office for one-half hour before the commence- 
- ment of the working day or one-half hour after the close of the working 
day at a place to be .assigned by the district or appropriate supervisor 
where other staff members, or children, or the public are not present. 
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Union officials may attend such meetings. 
G. Consultation Meetings 
The Chapter and the director of attendance or other appropriate repre- 
sentatives of the Board will consult monthly on matters of policy involv- 
ing the professional interests of attendance teachers and on appropriate 
questions arising under the Agreement. 
An appropriate supervisor in the community school district or region 
or high school superintendency and the Chapter representatives in the dis- 
trict, region or high school superintendency will meet once a month dur- 
ing the school year to consult on matters of concern to employees at the 
district, region or high school superintendent's level. 
H. Information to the Chapter 
1. Lists of vacancies and any lists which may be established by the 
community school districts, the central Board or other Board unit with au- 
thority over attendance teachers showing seniority of attendance teachers 
for the purpose of implementing provisions of this Agreement shall be 
made available to the Chapter. In individual cases specific information as 
to seniority will be made available to the Chapter upon request. 
2. A copy of current attendance teacher assignments will be given to 
the Chapter Leader. 
3. Copies of all official circulars and directives covering attendance 
teachers specifically shall be sent to the Chapter. 
I. Official Circulars 
All official circulars shall be posted on district office bulletin boards 
for the inspection of attendance teachers and shall be made available to 
attendance teachers on request. 
J. Political Check-Off 
The Board will arrange for voluntary payroll deduction contributions 
for federal political contests in accordance with Title 2, Section 441b of 
the U.S. Code. 
ARTICLE FOURTEEN 
MATTERS NOT COVERED 
With respect to matters not covered by this Agreement which are prop- 
er subjects for collective bargaining, the Board agrees that it will make no 
changes without appropriate prior consultation and negotiation with the 
Union. 
The Board will continue its present policy with respect to sick leave, 
sabbatical leaves, vacations and holidays except insofar as change is 
commanded by law. 
All existing determinations, authorizations, by-laws, regulations, rules, 
rulings, resolutions. certifications, orders, directives, and other actions, 
made. issued or entered into by the Board of mucation governing or af- 
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fecting salary and working conditions of the employees in the bargaining 
unit shall continue in force during the term of this Agreement, except in- 
sofar as change is commanded by law. 
ARTICLE FIFI'EEN 
DUE PROCESS AND REVIEW PROCEDURES 
A. Attendance Teacher Files 
Official attendance teacher files in the district or other organizational 
unit shall be maintained under the following circumstances. 
1. No material derogatory to an attendance teacher's conduct, service, 
character or personality shall be placed in the files unless the attendance 
teacher has had an opportunity to read the material. The attendance 
teacher shall acknowledge that hdshe has read such material by affixing 
hisher signature on the actual copy to be filed, with the understanding 
that such signature merely signifies that hdshe has read the material to be 
filed and does not necessarily indicate agreement with its content. How- 
ever, an incident which has not been reduced to writing within three 
months of its occurrence, exclusive of the summer vacation period, may 
not later be added to the file. 
2. The attendance teacher shall have the right to answer any material 
filed and hisher answer shall be attached to the file copy. 
3. Upon appropriate request by the attendance teacher, helshe shall be 
permitted to examine hisher files. 
4. The attendance teacher shall be permitted to reproduce any materi- 
als in hidher files. 
5. Material will be removed from the files when an attendance 
teacher's claim that it is inaccurate or unfair is sustained. 
B. Summons 
1. Attendance teachers summoned by a supervisor above the level of 
district supervisor shall be given two days notice and a statement of the 
reason for the summons, except where an emergency is present or where 
considerations of confidentiality are involved. 
Whenever an employee is summoned for an interview for the record 
which may lead to disciplinary action, hdshe shall be entitled to be ac- 
companied by a representative who is employed by the City school sys- 
tem, or by an employee of the Union who fs not a lawyer. and hdshe shall 
be informed of &-right. However, where the supervisor permits an at- 
torney who is not a member of the City school system to represent any 
participant in the interview, the employee shall be entitled to be repre- 
sented by an attorney. An interview which is not held in accordance with 
these conditions shall not be considered a part of the employee's person- 
nel fde or record and neither the fact of the interview nor any statements 
made at the interview may be used in any subsequent Board proceeding 
involving the employee. It is understood that informal conferences, such 
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as those between a division supervisor and an attendance teacher, for pro- 
fessional improvement, may be conducted off the record and shall not be 
included in the employee's personnel file or record. 
2. Incidents investigated by the Chancellor or by a governmental in- 
vestigatory agency must be reduced to writing by the appropriate super- 
visor within 6 months and 12 months respectively from the date the inci- 
dent either occurred or should have been discovered by the appropriate 
school officials. Employees must receive a complete copy of such writ- 
ing and an opportunity to answer in writing and to have such response at- 
tached. The writing may not be incorporated into the employee's person- 
nel file or record, unless this procedure is followed, and any such writing 
will be removed when an employee's claim that it is inaccurate or unfair 
is sustained. 
C. Notice of Discharge 
Regular substitute attendance teachers are to be given 10 school days 
notice of discharge, except in cases of emergency. 
D. Discontinuance of Probationary Sewice and Appeals of Unsatis- 
factory Ratings 
1. Regular substitutes and attendance teachers on probation, except as 
provided in subparagraph 2 below, shall be entitled to the review proce- 
dures before the Chancellor as prescribed in Section 5.3.4 of the by-laws 
of the Board of Education. 
By-law 5.3.4 procedures for the review of a recommendation by a su- 
perintendent for discontinuance of probationary service shall be modified 
to provide for the following: 
a. The 5.3.4 committee shall be a tripartite committee of professional 
educators, one selected by the teacher, one by the Board and a third se- 
lected by the other two from a list agreed upon by the Board and the 
Union; 
b. The committee will make an advisory recommendation to the com- 
munity school board or the Chancellor for central programs within 20 
days after the hearing; 
c. The costs of the employee's representative shall be paid by the em- 
ployee. The costs of the Board's representative shall be paid by the 
Board. The costs of the mutually selected member of the committee shall 
be shared by the Board and the employee. 
2. Attendance teachers on probation who have completed at least three 
years of service on regular appointment shall be entitled, with respect to 
the discontinuance of their probationary service, to the same review pro- 
cedures as are established for the tenured teaching staff under Section 
3020-a of the Education Law. 
3. Attendance teachers who receive doubtful or unsatisfactory ratings 
may appeal under Section 5.3.4 of the by-laws of the Board of Education. 
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E. Suspension 
Any attendance teacher who is suspended pending hearing and deter- 
mination of charges shall receive full compensation pending such deter- 
mination and imposition of any penalty. For any charges filed after Sep- 
tember 1, 1996 this shall be modified strictly in accordance with section 
3020-a of the Education Law. 
F. Expedited 3020-a Procedure 
The parties are in agreement that it is in the best interests of the school 
system and the employee involved to expedite the proceedings under 
3020-a in a manner consistent with due process. The parties have there- 
fore agreed to expedite the 3020-a proceedings in the following manner 
for charges filed prior to September 1, 1996: 
1. The parties shall mutually designate a panel of arbitrators, to be 
known as the 3020-a impartial chairpersons, selected from the panel of 
impartials of the State Education Department. The State Education De- 
partment shall continue to administer the assignment of 3020-a matters to 
the panel. The impartials shall be paid their customary rates and the dif- 
ference between those rates and the rates paid by the State Education De- 
partment shall be borne equally by the parties. 
2. Charges against tenured employees shall be processed in accordance 
with 3020-a and heard by a tripartite hearing panel composed of an im- 
partial chairperson, a Board member and a Union member. As charges 
are brought to the State Education Department, they .shall assign each 
case in rotation to an impartial chairperson who is available to schedule 
the case for hearing within thirty (30) calendar days. The impartial chair- 
person shall hold an informal conference within two weeks of receipt of 
the charges for the purpose of clarification of issues and expedition ozthe 
scheduling of the case which shall be scheduled for consecutive davs un- 
der the conditions set forth in the regulations of the commission&. The 
cost of daily andlor expedited transcripts, when requested, shall be shared 
equally by the parties if mutually requested and by one party if not mu- 
tually requested. The parties shall submit any memoranda of law within 
two weeks of the receipt of the transcripts. Decisions in each case shall 
be issued within two weeks of the closing of the record. 
3. Disciplinary charges against tenured employees filed prior to Sep- 
tember 1,1996 shall continue under theseprovisions. Subsequently, sec- 
tion 3020-a of the Education Law without modification shall be the ex- 
clusive mechanism utilized for all disciplinary charges filed against 
tenured attendance teachers. 
G. Disciplinary Arbitration Option 
Tenured attendance teachers facing disciplinary charges filed prior to 
September 1, 1996 may elect final and binding arbitration, in lieu of the 
expedited 3020-a procedure above. 
1. Within 10 working days of receipt of the Statement of Charges, the 
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attendance teacher on a prescribed form, shall notify the Board and the 
Union of the desire to pursue one of the following procedures: 
a. No hearing; 
b. Expedited 3020-a procedure; 
c. Final and binding arbitration. 
2. The unexcused failure by the attendance teacher to elect an option 
within ten working days of the receipt of charges will be deemed a waiv- 
er of the right to arbitration, and as provided by law, a waiver of the right 
to a hearing under 3020-a. In the event of a late election for arbitration, 
the arbitrator will determine, as a threshold issue, whether the failure to 
make the election within ten working days shall be excused. 
3. It is understood that the attendance teacher is bound by the alterna- 
tive selected and will not be permitted to pursue more than one procedure. 
4. If the attendance teacher chooses to pursue the arbitration procedure 
all applicable provisions of Article 22C of this Agreement and Article 75 
of the Civil Practice Laws and Rules shall apply. 
a. The parties shall mutually designate a panel of arbitrators who shall 
be assigned cases by rotation and who shall schedule such assigned cas- 
es and informal conferences on the same basis and within the time frame 
as set forth in the expedited 3020-a procedure. 
b. All hearings shall be conducted in accordance with the rules and pro- 
cedures in the AAA's Voluntary Labor Arbitration Rules. The arbitra- 
tor's powers include the power to conduct hearings; decide motions and 
hold pre-hearing conferences; administer oaths and affirmations; compel 
the attendance of witnesses and the production of documents; issue sub- 
poenas; and take whatever actions are necessary to expeditiously resolve 
the case or render a determination. The Board and the attendance teacher 
may present statements of fact, witnesses, documentary and other evi- 
dence and argument, and may cross-examine the witnesses of the other 
party. The hearings shall be transcribed with the cost of transcription 
shared by the Board and the Union. The cost of daily andlor expedited 
transcripts shall be shared equally by the parties if mutually requested, 
and by one party if not mutually requested. The expenses of witnesses for 
either side shall be paid by the party producing such witnesses. Memo- 
randa of law shall be submitted within two weeks of the receipt of tran- 
scripts. 
c. The arbitrator shall issue a written decision within two weeks after 
the closing of the record. The decision shall fully detail the arbitrator's 
conclusions and any fmding of facts, and state the penalty, if any. Such 
penalty may include an oral or written reprimand, a fine, a suspension for 
a fixed time without pay, or a dismissal. An acquitted attendance teacher 
shall be restored to hidher position and all charges shall be expunged 
from the attendance teacher's record. 
d. Any fees and expenses in excess of that paid by the State Education 
Department, including the arbitrator's rate shall be borne equally by the 
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Board and the Union. 
e. Any arbitration determination shall be final and binding, subject 
only to judicial review under Article 75 of the CPLR. 
H. Peer Intervention Program 
The Board and the Union recognize that instructional services should 
be delivered by a highly qualified and motivated staff, accorded the re- 
spect and professional treatment to which they are entitled. 
Towards that end the Board and the Union have agreed to provide re- 
sources and to provide peer assistance on a voluntary confidential basis 
to staff who have completed probation and who believe that their compe- 
tence will benefit from that assistance in the manner provided below. 
1. The peer intervention panel shall be composed of nine members, six 
of whom shall be selected by the Union and three of whom shall be ad- 
ministrators selected by the Board. 
2. This Panel will set qualifications and procedures for the selection of 
intervenors, an alternative careers liaison and a coordinator of the pro- 
gram. The Panel shall advertise, as needed, the intervenor, coordinator 
and alternative careers liaison positions on a City-wide basis, posting the 
qualifications and procedures previously developed. The program's pro- 
fessional staff shall be selected in accordance with the posted procedure. 
3. The Panel will also design and continually monitor a professional 
development program that enables the selected staff to meet the goals set 
forth above. 
4. The intervenors shall serve for four year renewable terms. 
5. Any attendance teacher who has a reasonable basis for needing such 
assistance andlor receives a "U" rating or formal warning may request as- 
sistance from the peer intervention program, in writing on a form pro- 
mulgated by the Panel. The Panel will review the requests and promptly 
notify the attendance teacher of its determination as to whether assistance 
will be provided in that case. Such communications will be kept com- 
pletely confidential. 
6. The intervenor will develop a plan to assist the participating atten- 
dance teacher tailored to the specific needs of that attendance teacher and 
will work with the attendance teacher directly for not more than one year. 
7. For three months following the start of the intervention period, su- 
pervisors will not evaluate or observe +he participating attendance 
teacher. However, supervisors will otherwise continue to exercise their 
responsibilities. 
8. The Board, the Union, and the participating attendance teacher agree 
that for any disciplinary action other than an appeal of a previous "U" 
rating, all time limitations within which to bring such actions will be 
tolled for the three month period in which the supervisor does not evalu- 
ate or observe the participating attendance teacher. For such "U" rating 
appeals, the parties agree that the time limitations are tolled for the entire 
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period of intervention. 
9. All communications between the intervenor and the participating at- 
tendance teacher shall be completely confidential. As a condition of in- 
volvement in the program, all participants in the program, including the 
intervenor and the participating attendance teacher, must consent to the 
confidentiality provisions set forth in this paragraph. The Board and 
Union agree that the intervenor, or any other person involved in the peer 
intervention program shall not be subpoenaed by the Board or the Union 
or called to testify, produce documents or participate in any other way 
concerning the intervention in any proceeding involving the participating 
attendance teacher including potential subsequent proceedings under 
Section 3020-a of the Education Law. No arbitrator, in any proceeding 
under the parties' control, shall accept evidence regarding such commu- 
nications. 
If PIP is used as a remedy in a 3020-a proceeding or if the parties agree 
to use it as a settlement to such a proceeding, this paragraph bontinues to 
apply except that if the intervention was not successful a statement from 
the program saying "PIP was attempted and was not successful" may be 
submitted into evidence in any subsequent 3020-a proceeding with re- 
spect to charges concerning teaching competence. 
10. Except as otherwise herein provided, the Union, the Board or any 
participating attendance teacher may exercise any constitutional, statuto- 
ry, regulatory or contractual right otherwise provided by law, regulation 
or contract. 
11. The Board agrees to make available on a best efforts basis alterna- 
tive career opportunities in the Board andlor the City for attendance 
teachers who decide to leave the profession in the course of or following 
intervention through access to other employment alternatives within the 
system andlor the City; or retraininglredeployment through the Board of 
Education or New York City. 
12. Administrative procedures for effectuation of these provisions will 
be formulated by the Panel in consultation with the Board and the Union 
and thereafter distributed by the Panel. 
13. These procedures relate solely to issues of competency and no 
other grounds for discipline. 
14. The acts of the Panel, intervenor, coordinator, Union and Board 
shall be final. 
I. Medical Review Procedures 
1. Requests for Medical Examination 
The report of the immediate supervisor requesting examination of an 
attendance teacher pursuant to Education Law Section 2568 shall be 
made in duplicate. A copy of the report shall be forwarded to the atten- 
dance teacher. 
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2. Injury in the Line of Duty 
In order to provide for an expeditious handling of injury in the line of 
duty claims, the following is provided: 
a. Within five school days of a claim of injury in the line of duty re- 
quiring an employee to be absent, the superintendent shall make a deter- 
mination as to whether the accident occurred in the line of duty; 
b. Where the employee is in a non-pay status pending a determination 
by the Medical Bureau of the duration of absence attributable to injury in 
the line of duty, the Medical Bureau will make its determination within 
ten days of the employee's submitting himself for the required physical 
examination. 
3. Medical Report and Review 
a. The report of the Medical Bureau on an attendance teacher who was 
called for medical evaluation shall, upon written request of the attendance 
teacher, be sent to the attendance teacher's physician within 25 days af- 
ter the evaluation. 
b. Upon the employee's request to the Medical Bureau, hisher physi- 
cian shall have the right to examine hislher medical file. 
c. A regular employee shall have the right to an independent evaluation 
by a medical arbitrator selected from rotating panels of doctors to be se- 
lected by mutual agreement of the Board and the Union if the finding of 
the Medical Bureau to the Chancellor has resulted in: 
(1) Placement of the employee on a leave of absence without pay for 
more than one month; or 
(2) Termination of the employee's services; or 
(3) A recommendation for disability retirement; or 
(4) A denial of a leave with or without pay for more than one month. 
A request for an independent evaluation of the finding of the Medical 
Bureau shall be submitted in writing by the employee to the Division of 
Human Resources within 10 school days of receipt of notice from the Di- 
vision of Human Resources that helshe has been placed on leave of ab- 
sence without pay for more than one month, or that hidher services have 
been terminated, or that hdshe has been recommended for disability re- 
tirement, or that hdshe has been denied a leave with or without pay for 
more than one month. The Board and the Union may agree on a case by 
case basis to permit, in special circumstances, an independent medical 
evaluation to attendance teachers who do not otherwise qualify for one 
under this agreement. 
The medical arbitrator shall examine the employee and consult with 
the employee's physician and the Board's physician. The arbitrator's au- 
thority shall be limited to determining the medical aspects of the atten- 
dance teacher's claim. The arbitrator's decision shall be rendered within 
10 days after he has completed the evaluation of the employee, and if 
made within hidher authority under this agreement shall be accepted as 
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final and binding by the Board and the employee. The fee of the medical 
arbitrator shall be shared equally by the Board and the employee. 
ARTICLE SIXTEEN 
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
It is the declared objective of the parties to encourage the prompt and 
informal resolution of employee complaints as they arise and to provide 
recourse to orderly procedures for the satisfactory adjustment of com- 
plaints. 
A resolution should occur at the earliest possible step in every case that 
can reasonably be resolved. 
In order to accomplish its stated purpose, a grievance conference must 
be attended by those individuals who may be able to promote resolution 
or, if resolution is not possible in a particular case, to provide the neces- 
sary information for a fair determination of the grievance. At the Chan- 
cellor's level, principals and superintendents will be expected to attend or 
to have a suitable representative present at the conference. Failure to at- 
tend may result in sustaining the grievance on procedural grounds. 
A. Defiiition 
A "grievance" shall mean a complaint by an employee in the bargain- 
ing unit (1) that there has been as to himlher a violation, misinterpretation 
or inequitable application of any of the provisions of this agreement or (2) 
that hdshe has been treated unfairly or inequitably by reason of any act 
or condition which is contrary to established policy or practice governing 
or affecting employees, except that the term "grievance" shall not apply 
to any matter as to which (1) a method of review is prescribed by law, or 
by any rule or regulation of the State Commissioner of Education having 
the force and effect of law, or by any bylaw of the Board of Education or 
(2) the Board of Education is without authority to act. As used in this ar- 
ticle, the term "employee" shall mean also a group of employees having 
the same grievance. 
B. Adjustment of Grievances 
Grievances of employees within the bargaining unit shall be presented 
and adjusted in the following manner: 
1. General Procedures 
a. First Step 
Any employee within the bargaining unit may, either orally or in writ- 
ing, present a grievance to the district or other appropriate supervisor 
within thirty school days after the employee has knowledge of the act or 
condition which is the basis of the complaint. 
A grievance which is presented in writing shall set forth specifically 
the act or condition and the grounds on which the grievance is based, the 
contractual provision which is alleged to have been violated and the rem- 
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edy sought. A Step 1 Grievance Form such as the one set forth in A p  
pendix A shall be used, but failure to use the form will not result in for- 
feiture of the grievance. A grievance which is technically flawed at Step 
1 may be promptly amended or refiled without regard to the stated time 
limitations. 
The employee and the district or other appropriate supervisor shall 
confer on the grievance with a view to arriving at a mutually satisfactory 
resolution of the complaint. At the conference, the employee may appear 
personally. or hdshe may be represented by a Union representative or by 
any attendance teacher of hislher choice, but where the employee is rep- 
resented helshe must be present. The Union representative shall be the 
Attendance Teachers Chapter leader or hisher alternate or any one mem- 
ber of the Chapter's grievance committee. 
Whenever a grievance presented to the district or other appropriate su- 
pervisor by the employee personally or through a personal representative 
would involve the application or interpretation of the terms of this agree- 
ment, or would affect the working conditions or welfare of the employ- 
ees in the bargaining unit, hdshe shall give the Attendance Teacher 
Chapter leader or hidher alternate the opportunity to be present and state 
the view of the Chapter. 
The district or other appropriate supervisor shall communicate hisher 
decision to the aggrieved employee and to hidher representative and to 
any Chapter representative who participated in this step within five 
school days after receiving the complaint. Where the grievance has been 
presented in writing, the decision shall be in writing, and the decision 
shall include supporting reasons in response to the information supplied 
by the grievant on the Step 1 Grievance Form or its equivalent. 
b. Second Step 
If the grievance is not resolved at Step 1 the aggrieved employee may 
appeal to the appropriate authorized board official ("Board Official") 
within three school days after helshe has received the decision of the dis- 
trict or other appropriate supervisor. The appeal shall be in writing and 
shall set forth specifically the act or condition and the grounds on which 
the grievance is based. It shall also state the name of the employee's r ep  
resentative, if any. 
As used in this Article 16, the Board Official shall be the community 
school district superintendent, or high school division attendance super- 
visor or Executive Director of Special Education or other appropriate au- 
thorized Board Official. 
The Board Official shall meet and confer with the aggrieved employee 
on the grievance with a view to arriving at a mutually satisfactory reso- 
lution of the complaint. The aggrieved employee and his representative, 
if any, shall be given at least two school days' notice of the conference 
and an opportunity to participate. The employee may appear alone or 
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hdshe may be represented by the Union or by an attendance teacher of 
hisiher choice. The Union representative may be the representative at 
Step 1 or a representative designated by the grievance department of the 
United Federation of Teachers, with which the Chapter is affiliated, or 
both. The employee shall be present at the conference, except that hdshe 
need not attend where it is mutually agreed that no facts are in dispute and 
that the sole question before the Board Official is one of interpretation of 
a pmvision of this Agreement, or of what is established policy or practice. 
Notice of the conference shall also be given to the district or other a p  
propriate supervisor who rendered the decision at Step 1. The district or 
other appropriate supervisor may be present at the conference and state 
hidher views. 
Where the employee is not represented by the Union at this step, the 
Board Official shall furnish the Chapter with a copy of the appeal from 
Step 1, together with notice of the date of the conference. In such cases, 
the Chapter may be present and state its views whenever the decision on 
the grievance would involve the application or interpretation of the terms 
of this Agreement, or would affect the working conditions or welfare of 
the employees in the bargaining unit. 
The Board Official shall communicate hidher decision in writing, to- 
gether with the supporting reasons, to the aggrieved employee and hidher 
representative, and to any Chapter representative who participated in this 
step, within 10 school days after receiving the appeal. The district or oth- 
er appropriate supervisor who rendered the decision at Step 1 shall also 
receive a copy of the decision at this step. The Chapter shall receive a 
copy of any decision at this step. 
c. Thud Step (Chancellor) 
If the grievance is not resolved at Step 2, the Union may appeal from 
the decision at Step 2 to the Chancellor addressed to the attention of the 
Deputy Executive Director, Office of Labor Relations and Collective 
Bargaining within 15 school days after the decision of the Board Official 
has been mailed. The appeal shall be in writing, shall set forth specifical- 
ly the reason for the appeal, and shall be accompanied by a copy of the 
appeal and decision at Step 2. It shall also state the name of the employ- 
ee's Union representative. 
The Chancellor or hidher designated representative shall meet and 
confer with the Union representative and the aggrieved employee with a 
view to arriving at a mutually satisfactory resolution of the complaint. 
The Union representative and the aggrieved employee shall be given at 
least two school days notice of the conference and an opportunity to be 
heard. The Union representative may be the representative at Step 1 or a 
representative designated by the Union grievance department, or both. 
Notice of the conference shall also be given to the district or other ap- 
propriate supervisor and to the Board ~Fficial. The district or other a& 
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propriate supervisor and the Board Official will be expected to attend the 
conference or to have a suitable representative present at the conference 
in order to promote resolution of the grievance or, if resolution is not pos- 
sible, to provide the necessary information for a fair determination of the 
grievance. 
The Chancellor shall communicate hisiher decision in writing, togeth- 
er with the supporting reasons, to the aggrieved employee and the Union 
representative who piuticipated in this step, within twenty school days af- 
ter receiving the appeal. 
The district or other appropriate supervisor and the Board Official shall 
receive a copy of the decision at this step. The Chapter shall receive a 
copy of any decision at this step. 
2. Special Procedures for Grievances Relating to Salary and 
Leave Matters 
Any grievance relating to salary and leave matters shall be filed by the 
Union directly with the Executive Director of the Division of Human Re- 
sources. In such cases, the provisions of the general procedures relating 
to Step 3 shall apply to the presentation and adjustment of the grievance 
at the level of the Executive Director of the Division of Human Re- 
sources, except that (1) the grievance shall be filed within a reasonable 
time not to exceed three months after the employee has knowledge of the 
act or condition which is the basis of the complaint and (2) the employee 
need not be present at any conference. The Executive Duector shall ren- 
der a decision on behalf of the Chancellor and such decision shall be con- 
sidered a decision at the level of the Chaacellor under this Article. 
3. Priority Handling of Grievances 
The Board and the Union will consult periodically on the priority of 
handling grievances pending at the Chancellor's level with a view to ex- 
pediting the processing of grievances which require prompt disposition. 
4. Initiation or Appeal of Special Types of Grievances or Compla i i  
a. Grievances arising from the action of officials other than the district 
or other appropriate supervisor may be initiated with and processed by 
such officials in accordance with the provisions of Step 2 of this griev- 
ance procedure. Where appropriate, such grievances may be initiated 
with the Chancellor by the Union. 
b. Where a substantial number of employees in more than one district 
have a complaint arising from the action of authority other than the dis- 
trict or other appropriate supervisor, the Chapter, upon their request, may 
initiate a group grievance in their behalf. 
c. The Chapter has the right to initiate or appeal A grievance involving 
alleged violation of the agreement. Such grievance shall be initiated at the 
second step or, where appropriate, with the Chancellor. 
5. Appearance and Representation 
a. Conferences held under this procedure shall be conducted at a time 
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and place which will afford a fair and reasonable oppormnity for all per- 
sons entitled to be present to attend. When such conferences are held dur- 
ing Board of Education working hours, all persons who participate shall 
be excused without loss of pay for that purpose. 
b. No officer or executive board member, delegate, representative, or 
agent of a minority organization shall represent the aggrieved employee 
at any step in the grievance procedure. An agent shall include any person 
who, acting in an official capacity for a minority organization, regularly 
performs for that organization such acts as: distributing literature, col- 
lecting dues, circulating petitions, soliciting membership, or serving as a 
spokesman at attendance teachers' conferences. An agent shall not in- 
clude any person who performs such duties occasionally or without any 
official designation by the minority organization involved. A minority or- 
ganization shall mean any organization, other than the Union, which ex- 
ists or acts for the purpose of dealing with the Bureau of Attendance or 
any Board Official for the improvement of working conditions, or the 
handling of grievances, of employees in the bargaining unit. 
6. Time Limits 
a. Failure at any step of this procedure to communicate the decision on 
a grievance within the specified time limits shall permit the aggrieved 
employee to proceed to the next step. Failure at any step of this procedure 
to appeal a grievance to the next step within the specified time limits shall 
be deemed to be acceptance of the decision rendered at that step. 
b. The time limits specified in any step of this procedure may be ex- 
tended, in any specific instance, by mutual agreement. 
C. Arbitration 
. A grievance dispute which was not resolved at the level of the Chan- 
cellor under the grievance procedure may be submitted by the Chapter to 
an arbitrator for decision if it involves the application or interpretation of 
this Agreement. Grievances involving the exercise of Board discretion 
under any term of this Agreement may be submitted to arbitration to de- 
termine whether the provision was disregarded or applied in a discrimi- 
natory or arbitrary or capricious manner so as to constitute an abuse of 
discretion, namely: whether the challenged judgment was based upon 
facts which justifiably could lead to the conclusion as opposed to merely 
capricious or whimsical preference, or the absence of supporting factual 
reasons. 
A grievance may not be submitted to an arbitrator unless a decision has 
been rendered by the Chancellor under the grievance procedure, except in 
cases where, upon expiration of the 20 day time limit for decision, the 
Chapter filed notice with the Chancellor of intention to submit the griev- 
ance to arbitration and no decision was issued by the Chancellor within 
five school days after receipt of such notice. 
The proceeding shall be initiated by the Union filing with the Board a 
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notice of arbitration. The notice shall be filed within 15 school days after 
receipt of the decision of the Chancellor under the grievance procedure 
or, where no decision has been issued in the circumstance described 
above, three days following the expiration of the five school day period 
provided above. The notice shall include a brief statement setting forth 
precisely the issue to be decided by the arbitrator and the specific provi- 
sion of the agreement involved. The parties shall jointly schedule the ar- 
bitration hearings. 
A panel of seven arbitrators shall be designated by mutual agreement 
of the parties to serve for any case or cases submitted to them in accor- 
dance with their ability to promptly hear and determine the case or cases 
submitted. 
The parties agree to enter into a stipulation of facts whenever possible 
in advance of the hearing. 
The parties seek the most expeditious decisions in arbitrations and will 
not normally file briefs or order transcripts. If either or both earties order 
transcripts, it shall be on an expedited bisis. The parties ma;agree to file 
post-hearing briefs. However, if a party unilaterally files a brief, it shall 
be filed within five working days of the hearing or receipt of the tran- 
script, if one is ordered. The other party shall have the right to file a re- 
ply brief within five working days of receipt of the brief. 
The voluntary labor arbitration rules of the American Arbitration As- 
sociation shall apply to the proceeding insofar as they relate to the hear- 
ings and fees and expenses. 
The arbitrator shall issue hidher decision not later than 30 days from 
the date of the closing of the hearings or, if oral hearings have been 
waived, then from the date of transmitting the final statements and proofs 
to the arbitrator. The decision shall be in writing and shall set forth the ar- 
bitrator's opinion and conclusions on the issues submitted. The arbitrator 
shall limit hisher decision strictly to the application and interpretation of 
the provisions of this agreement and helshe shall be without power or au- 
thority to make any decision: 
1. Contrary to, or inconsistent with, or modifying or varying in any 
way. the terms of this Agreement or of applicable law or rules or regula- 
tions having the force and effect of law; 
2. Involving Board discretion under the provisions of.this Agreement, 
under Board by-laws, or under applicable4aw. except that helshe may de- 
cide in a particular case whether the provision was disregarded or applied 
in a discriminatory or arbitrary or capricious manner so as to constitute 
an abuse of discretion. namely whether the challenged judgment was 
based upon facts which justifiably could lead to the conclusion as op- 
posed to merely capricious or whimsical preferences or the absence of 
supporting factual reasons; 
3. Limiting or interfering in any way the powers, duties and responsi- 
bilities of the Board under its by-laws, applicable law. and rules and reg- 
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ulations having the force and effect of law. The decision of the arbitrator. 
if made in accordance with hisher jurisdiction and authority under this 
Agreement, will be accepted as final by the parties to the dispute and both 
will abide by it. The arbitrator may fashion an appropriate remedy where 
heishe finds a violation of this Agreement. To the extent permitted by 
law, an appropriate remedy may include back pay. 
The arbitrator shall have no authority to grant a money award as a 
penalty for a violation of this Agreement except as a penalty is expressly 
provided for in this Agreement. 
The arbitrator's fee will be shared equally by the parties to the dispute. 
The Board agrees that it will apply to all substantially similar situations 
the decision of an arbitrator sustaining a grievance and the Union agrees 
that it will not bring or continue, and that it will not represent any em- 
ployee, in any grievance which is substantially similar to a grievance de- 
nied by the decision of an arbitrator. 
The provisions of Article 16 C (Arbitration) shall apply to grievances 
arising under Article 15 A (Attendance Teacher Files) except that: 
1. Cases shall be submitted to an arbitrator designated by mutual agree- 
ment of the parties; 
2. Awards shall be issued within five days after the close of the hear- 
ing and without opinions; 
3. The voluntary labor arbitration rules of the A.A.A. shall apply to the 
proceedings insofar as they relate to the hearings; 
4. Periodic consultations shall be held to monitor these procedures. 
D. General Provisions as to Grievance; and Arbitration 
I. The filing or pendency of any grievance under the provisions of this 
Article shall in no way operate to impede, delay or interfere with the right 
of the Board to take the action complained of, subject, however, to the fi- 
nal decision on the grievance. 
2. Nothing contained in this Article or elsewhere in this Agreement 
shall be construed to permit the Union to present or process a grievance 
not involving the application or interpretation of the terms of this Agree- 
ment in behalf of any employee without hisher consent. 
3. Nothing contained in this Article or elsewhere in this Agreement 
shall be construed to deny to any employee hidher rights under Section 
15 of the New York Civil Rights Law or under the State Education Law 
or under applicable Civil Service Laws and Regulations. 
ARTICLE SEVENTEEN 
SPECIAL COMPLAINTS 
It is the declared objective of the parties to encourage the prompt and 
informal resolution of special complaints not covered by the grievance 
procedure and to dispose of such complaints as they arise and to provide 
recourse to orderly procedures for their adjustment. 
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A. Definition 
A "special complaint" is a complaint by an employee in the bargain- 
ing unit that persons or groups are engaging in a course of harassing con- 
duct, or in acts of intimidation, which are being directed against himher 
in the course of hisher employment and that the school principal or 
community or assistant superintendent has not afforded the employee ad- 
equate relief against such course of conduct or acts of intimidation. 
B. Filing and Priority Handling 
A special complaint shall be promptly filed with the Chancellor by the 
Union. Such complaint shall receive expedited handling pursuant to this 
Article. 
C. Joint Investigation and Informal Resolution 
Within twenty-four (24) hours after the special complaint is filed with 
the Chancellor, a joint investigating committee consisting of one repre- 
sentative designated by the Chancellor and one representative designated 
by the Union shall investigate the complaint at the school level to ascer- 
tain the facts and bring about a prompt resolution of the problem without 
resort to formal procedures. In the course of its investigation, the joint 
committee shall confer with the principal of the school, the community or 
assistant superintendent and other persons involved in the controversy. 
D. Administrative Hearing and Continued Attempt at Informal 
Resolution 
If the complaint is not resolved by the joint investigating committee the 
Union shall request a hearing before the Chancellor. Within forty-eight 
(48) hours after receipt of the request for hearing, the Chancellor, or a 
representative designated by himher, shall hold a hearing at which the 
joint investigating committee shall report its findings and all persons in- 
volved, including the affected employee, shall have an opportunity to be 
heard. The complaining employee shall be represented by the Union. 
At the &king the Chancellor or hisher representative shall make 
every effort to resolve the complaint informally and all persons involved 
shall cooperate toward this end. 
E. Decision of the Chancellor 
Within seventy-two (72) hours following the close of the hearing, the 
Chancellor shall notify all parties of hisherdecision and the manner in 
which it shall be effectuated. 
F. Fact Finding and Recommendations 
If the complaint is not resolved by the Chancellor the Union shall sub- 
mit it for hearing and fact finding before an arbitrator selected in accor- 
dance with Article 16 C of this Agreement. The submission shall be made 
within ten (10) school days after the issuance of the Chancellor's deci- 
sion. 
The voluntary labor rules of the American Arbitration Association 
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for joint monitoring of the ongoing and sustained achievement of these 
savings. Within 45 days of the submission of such proposals, the Gain- 
share Committee shall agree to proceed on a minimum of three signifi- 
cant programs to be implemented during the 1994-95 school year, or such 
other date as may be mutually agreed to by the parties. The proposals 
may, in the first instance, include pilot programs, within the school sys- 
tem and between the school system and City agencies. 
b. The Gainshare Committee will establish milestones and monitor on 
a regular basis the progress of the gainsharing programs set forth in this 
provision and will continue to develop additional gainsharing initiatives 
for implementation. The parties shall a g m  to a plan for the apportion- 
ment of the savings generated by the gainsharing programs. Such savings 
shall be distributed once the program is implemented and the appropriate 
monitoring systems are in place. 
c. It is the intention of the parties to develop gainsharing initiatives 
throughout the school system. These initiatives may require, but are not 
limited to, changes in the level, methods, means, personnel, organization, 
and technology of school services. The co-chairs will establish the a p  
propriate labormanagement committees to jointly develop gainsharing 
programs. Such committees will report their progress to the Gainshare 
Committee. Employee participation in developing gainsharing proposals 
will be encouraged. 
d. If there is any dispute as to the implementation of agreed upon pro- 
grams or the apportionment of the savings generated by these gainshar- 
ing programs, either party may submit the matter for an expedited deter- 
mination to a joint panel consisting of one person designated by the 
Chancellor, one person designated by the Union Resident, and one im- 
partial chairperson jointly selected by the Chancellor and Union Resi- 
dent. Where the dispute involves educational issues, the jointly selected 
impartial must have some educational expertise and experience. The joint 
panel shall also have the authority to hear and decide any and all disputes 
brought by either party arising out of the implementation of the terms of 
this Section. Such disputes shall be submitted to the joint panel for an ex- 
pedited determination. Such determinations shall be issued within thirty 
(30) days of submission of any dispute to the joint panel and such deter- 
minations of the joint panel shall be final and binding. 
e. The Gainshare Committee shall be assisted in its mission by an 
Educational Productivity Advisory Council (EPAC), which shall consist 
of representatives from the city's academic and business communities, to 
be selected jointly by the co-chairs of the Gainshare Committee. The 
EPAC shall include at least one parent of a child of the public schools. 
The EPAC shall work with the Gainshare Committee to review Board of 
Education operations and formulate strategies as to the implementation of 
a more effective and efficient delivery of services. The EPAC shall also 
be responsible for producing periodic reports on the progress of the 
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gainsharing programs. 
f. The parties recognize that in certain cases in order to maximize the 
savings associated with gainsharing proposals to be shared by the parties, 
reassignment of employees may be required. The policy and procedures 
for any such reassignment will be negotiated by the parties. 
g. The parties agree that there shall be no layoffs resulting from any 
gainsharing program developed. 
ARTICLE TWENTY 
CHAPTER 683 PROGRAM 
Employees who elect to be employed in the Board's program which 
implements Chapter 683 of the Laws of 1986 ("Program") shall serve 
under the following terms and conditions of employment during July and 
August: 
A. The gross annual salary rate of each such employee who serves the 
same student population during the regular work year (September 
through June) as is eligible to participate in the Program during July and 
August shall be computed by adding the sum of either: 
1. Seventeen and one-half 171R percent of the applicable gross annu- 
al salary rate; or 
2. The number of hours served during July and August multiplied by 
the applicable per session rate, whichever is greater, to the employee's 
annual salary rate ascertained without consideration of said sum. 
B. The pay rate of each such employee who does not serve the same 
student population during the regular work year (September through 
June) as is eligible to pmicipate in the Program in July and August shall 
be the applicable per session pay rate. 
C. As set forth in the applicable Board vacancy circulars advertising 
the positions available, the selection procedure for the Program shall pro- 
vide a priority to those employees who serve the same student population 
during their regular work year as is eligible to participate in the Program 
in July and August. 
1. Employees who serve satisfactorily in the Program during July and 
August for two successive years shall be retained for succeeding years if 
they apply to serve in the Program during July and August provided they 
continue to serve the same eligible student population during their regu- 
lar work year. Retention rights of other employees who serve satisfacto- 
rily in the Program during July and August for two successive years shall 
be subordinate to the rights of those employees who serve the same eli- 
gible student population during the regular work year. 
2. If there is a reduction of positions in the Program during July and 
August, employees who are lowest in order of priority for selection will 
be the first to be retrenched, in inverse seniority order. 
D. The work day for employees serving in the Program during July and 
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Aueust shall be five and one-half hours exclusive of one-half hour for a 
du&-free lunch. 
E. Employees paid in accordance with Paragraph A of this Article will 
receive two sick days for use during July and August on a self-heated ba- 
sis. Unused sick dais shall be accnred i d  credited to the employee's cu- 
mulative absence rescrve for use during the regular school year. 
F. The sabbatical leave pay of employees paid in accordance with Para- 
graph A of this Article shall be based on their annual salary including the 
amount computed pursuant to Pmgraph A of this Article. The applicable 
return provision applies to service in the Rogram with respect to that por- 
tion of the sabbatical salary attributable to Program compensation. 
G. Attendance teachen serving in the Program during July and August 
are restricted from serving in any per session activity unless no other 
qualified applicants are available. 
H. In light of the needs of the student population served by the Pro- 
gram, the Board is committed to providing air-conditioned facilities for 
as many sites as possible. The Board will keep the Union informed of its 
progress in achieving the objective of air-conditioning all sites utilized by 
students. 
I. The Board official with responsibility for this Program shall meet 
and consult at times mutually agreed with representatives of the Union on 
matters of policy and implementation of this Article. 
J. Except as otherwise set forth herein: 
1. The working conditions for employees paid in accordance with 
Paragraph A of this Article will be consistent with the standards of work- 
ing conditions for the regular work year prescribed in this Agreement; 
2. The working conditions of employees paid in accordance with Para- 
graph B of this Article will be those working conditions applicable to per 
session employees covered by this Agreement. 
ARTICLE TWENTY-ONE 
CONFORMITY TO LAWSAMNC CLAUSE 
A. If any provision of this Agnxment is or shall at any time be con- 
trary to law, then such provision shall not be applicable or performed or 
enforced, except to the extent permitted by law and any substitute action 
shall be subject to appropriate consultation and negotiation with the 
Chapter. 
B. In the event that any provision of this Agreement is or shall at any 
time be contrary to law, all other provisions of this Agreement shall con- 
tinue in effect. 
ARTICLE TWENTY-TWO 
NO-STRIKE PLEDGE 
The Union and the Board recognize that strikes and other forms of 
work stoppages by attendance teachers are contrary to law and public pol- 
icy. The Union and the Board subscribe to the principle that differences 
shall be resolved by peaceful and appropriate means without interruption 
of the school program. The Union therefore agrees that there shall be no 
strikes, work stoppages, or other concerted refusal to perform work, by 
the employees covered by this Agreement. nor any instigation thereof. 
ARTICLE TWENTY-THREE 
DEFINITIONS 
1. Wherever the term "Board" is used in the Agreement it shall mean 
the City Board, it being understood, nevertheless, that this contract is 
binding on all community school boards in accordance with Section 2590 
of the Education Law. 
2. Wherever the term "community school board" or "community 
board'' is used in the agreement it shall mean the board of education of a 
community district. 
3. In determining length of service for any purpose of this Agreement, 
continuity of service shall not be deemed to be interrupted by absence de- 
termined to be due to illness, accident or injury suffered in the line of duty 
or by time spent in military service. the Peace Corps or VISTA, or by lay- 
off or leave without pay. 
ARTICLE TWENTY-FOUR 
NOTICE-LEGISLATIVE ACTION 
The following article is required by the Public Employees' Fair Em- 
ployment Act. as amended by Section 204a. approved March 10,1969. It 
is agreed by and between the parties that any provision of this agreement 
requiring legislative action to permit its implementation by amendment of 
law or by providing the additional funds therefor, shall not become 
effective until the appropriate legislative body has given approval. 
ARTICLE TWENTY-FIVE 
COPY OF AGREEMENT 
The parties will have available copies of this Agreement upon request. 
ARTICLE TWENTY-SIX 
INCORPORATION OF DETERMINATION AND AWARD 
The determination and award of the arbitration panel in Case No. 
IA-1-85 is incorporated in this Agreement and made a part hereof. 
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ARTICLE TWENTY-SEVEN 
INCORPORATION OF MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT OF 
JANUARY 24,1991 
The Memorandum of Agreement of January 24, 1991 in its entirety is 
incorporated into this Agreement and is annexed hereto in Appendix C. 
ARTICLE TWENTY-EIGHT 
UFl' SHARE OF THE MEMORANDUM OF 
ECONOMIC AGREEMENT FOR TEE 
TRANSITIONAL FUNDING PROGRAM 
Upon execution of this Agreement, and the signing of the Memoran- 
dum of Economic Agreement for the Transitional Funding Program be- 
tween the City of New York and the Municipal Labor Committee (MLC), 
the UFT shall have fulfilled its obligation of the $160 Million as referred 
to in the latter agreement. 
ARTICLE TWENTY-NINE 
The parties will jointly support legislation requesting that the State of 
New York ("State") contribute the full amount of EIT funds to the City 
and the Board. 
ARTICLE THIRTY 
DURATION 
This Agreement and each of its provisions shall be effective as of Oc- 
tober 16, 1995 and shall continue in full force and effect through No- 
vember 15, 2000. Negotiations for a subsequent Agreement will com- 
mence no sooner than May 1,2000 upon request of either party filed two 




STEP ONE GRIEVANCE 
School: District: 
Name of Grievant: 
Title (teacher, attendance teacher, etc.): 
File Number: 
Date Grievance Occurred: 
Set forth specifically the act or condition and the grounds on which the 
grievance is based: 
Specific contractual article and section alleged to be violated: 
Specific remedy sought: 
Date: 
Attendees: 










In accordance with the LOBA determination and award in Case No. 
IA-1-85, the following shall apply: 
1. Effective July 1. 1983 and thereafter, the Employer's cost for each 
contract for each Employee under age 65 and for each retiree under age 
65 who selects either HIPIHMO or Blue CrosdGHI-CBP (21 day plan) 
coverage (or a replacement plan) shall be equalized at the community rat- 
ed basic HIP/HMO plan payment rate as approved by the State Depart- 
ment of Insurance on a category basis of individual or family, e.g. the 
Blue CrosdGHI-CBP payment for family coverage shall be equal to the 
HIF'NMO payment for family coverage. 
2. If a replacement plan is offered to Employees and retirees under age 
65 which exceeds the cost of the HIP/HMO equalization provided in Sec- 
tion 1, the City shall not bear the additional costs. 
3. The Employers shall contribute on a City employee benefits plan 
program-wide basis the additional annual amount of $30 million to pro- 
vide a health insurance stabilization reserve fund which shall be used to 
continue euualization and protect the integrity of health insurance bene- 
fits. 
4. The health insurance stabilization reserve fund shall be used: to pro- 
vide a sufficient reserve; to maintain to the extent possible the current 
level of health insurance benefits provided under the Blue CrosdGHI- 
CBP plan; and, if sufficient funds are available, to fund new benefits. 
5. The health insurance stabilization reserve fund shall be credited with 




MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT entered into this 24th day of 
January. 1991 by and between the City School District of the City of New 
York (the "Board"), the City of New York (the "City"), and the United 
Federation of Teachers, Local 2, Am,  AFL-CIO (the "Union"). 
IN WITNESS THEREOF 
The parties have agreed to the following measures to maintain educa- 
tional programs and avert all layoffs and terminations of bargaining unit 
members from the date of this Agreement through the end of the 1990-91 
school year: 
1. All provisions of all collective bargaining agreements between the 
Board and the Union for the period covering October 1, 1990 through 
September 30. 1991 shall continue in full force and effect except as 
specifically amended below. 
2. The applicable annual salary payable to each bargaining unit mem- 
ber will continue in full force and effect except that that portion of such 
salary in effect on March 31, 1991 and allocable to each of the ten con- 
secutive paychecks issued after April 1. 1991 (including those allocable 
to the summer vacation pay periods of July and August) which is equal to 
one-tenth the amounts listed below shall be payable pursuant to para- 
graph five of this Agreement: 
Salary Rate 
as of March 31,1991 Amounts 
To $15,000 $175 
Over $15,000 to $20,000 $200 
Over $20,000 to $25.000 $325 
Over $25,000 to $32,000 $465 
Over $32,000 to $40,000 $560 
Over $40,000 $590 
Those employees who receive fewer than ten paychecks attributable to 
the 1990-91 school year after April 1, 1991 shall have the amounts set 
forth above allocated to the available paychecks in a manner agreed upon 
between the Board and the Union. 
The provisions of this paragraph shall not affect contract salary rates. 
3. For the purposes of computing all retirement benefits and al- 
lowances and all employee and employer (e.g., ITHP) contributions to 
the applicable retirement systems (excluding employee contributions to 
any plan under Internal Revenue Code Section 403 @)), the salary uti- 
lized shall be that which would have been utilized in the absence of this 
Agreement. The parties will use their best efforts to secure prompt enact- 
ment of any legislation which may be necessary to effectuate this intent. 
For purposes of computing other compensation rates based on annual 
Appendix C 
salary, the salary shall be that provided in the applicable collective bar- 
gaining agreement without regard to paragraph two. 
4. Except as otherwise set forth in paragraph three, the gross annual 
salary for the 1990-91 school year shall not include the amounts set forth 
in paragraph two. The City and Board agree to make all necessary ad- 
justments in withholding to reflect the lower gross annual salary received 
in 1991, and the Office of the Corporation Counsel has reviewed the pro- 
visions of this Agreement and based upon that review will issue a written 
opinion within ten days from the date of this Agreement that in its view 
the paragraph two amounts will be taxable in the year received. 
5. The Board and the City shall make payment to each employee af- 
fected by paragraph two regardless of whether the employee is still in ac- 
tive service at the time payment is made. This includes, but is not limit- 
ed to, any employee who retires or otherwise separates from service, or 
in the event of the individual's death, his or her beneficiary. The payment 
shall be made in two installments. 
a. The first payment shall be made on September 1,1995, in an amount 
equal to one-half the amount set forth in paragraph two with respect to 
each such employee. 
b. The second and final payment shall be made on September 1, 1996 
in an amount equal to the unpaid balance, plus interest at 9% per annum 
on the unpaid balance from September 1, 1995. 
6. The Chancellor has written the Union a letter dated January 23,1991 
stating his commitments concerning the status of bargaining unit mem- 
bers for the remainder of the 1990-1991 school year. 
7. Effective for sabbaticals ending any time between January 31, 1989 
and July 31, 1995, the sabbatical return provision contained in Article 
16B10 of the Teacher Agreement, and similar provisions of other applic- 
able agreements is suspended. 
8. Through at least July 31, 1995, the Board will implement a liberal 
policy concerning the granting of leaves of absence without pay to UFT 
bargaining unit members who meet the stated criteria for such leaves. 
Baigaining unit members who are denied such a leave at the school or 
district level may appeal to the Executive Director of the Division of Hu- 
man Resources, for review and final determination. 
9. The Board of Education, the City and the W recognize that an ear- 
ly retirement incentive is a method of reducing layoffs. They agree to 
support enabling legislation for an early retirement incentive plan, i.e., 
one that provides additional service credit for employees eligible to retire 
by the opening of school in September, 1991 and who do so by that date, 
provided that the parties agree that said plan is economically beneficial to 
the Board and City. 
10. There shall be a freeze in hiring for the remainder of the 1990-1991 
school year and for the 1991-1992 school year. The Chancellor will rule 
on any requests for exceptions based upon operating standards which will 
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be established for programs, districts. high schools and central adminis- 
tration. The goal will be to maximize utilization of resources for class- 
room services with the commensurate reduction of resources for non-es- 
sential staff and overhead in district and central offices and high school 
superintendencies. 
Administrative assignments in community school districts vary great- 
ly from district to district. As the Board of Education indicated in its rec- 
ommendations lo the Temporary State Commission on New York City 
School Governance, standardization of and limitations on the number of 
administrative personnel who can be hired by a district will be costef- 
fective, providing more funds for cIassmm services. Although district 
office allocations and high school units of appropriation should limit the 
number of administrative personnel assigned to districtlcentral offices, 
monitoring will ensure that classroom positions are not improperly used 
for administrative purposes. 
The Chancellor will develop a plan to manage attrition, formulate op- 
erational standards and monitor district offices, high school superinten- 
dencies and central administration. The plan will include procedures for 
granting necessary exceptions to the freeze and procedures for monitor- 
ing and enforcement. 
The operational standards in the plan will insure that all staffing deci- 
sions comply with the guidelines in the Chancellor's memorandum dated 
December 5, 1990, relative to the priority of classroom services over any 
additional administrative or other services. Any reductions in staff will 
not impact disproportionately on classrooms. 
11. Article 6B (Work Year) of the Teacher Agreement and similar pro- 
visions of all other agreements will be modified to insert the following 
between the first and second sentences of the existing provision: 
Beginning with the 1991-1992 school year and continuing thereafter, 
the official school year calendar shall be reconfigured to provide a one 
week February mid-winter recess which includes Washington's Birthday. 
without reducing the number of instructional days for students. 
12. The Teacher Agreement and all other applicable agreements shall 
be modified to include the following provision: 
Layoffdterminations due to tipping in the high schools will be elimi- 
nated for the current year by this Agreement. Beginning the Spring term 
in 1992 education funds in the Mayor's Safe CityJSafe Streets Program 
will be utilized to eliminate tipping by establishing a dispute resolution 
program staffed by teachers. 
13. This Agreement will take effect only after the Apportionment Bill 
permitting an apportionment to the City School District of the City of 
New York for the 1990-1991 school year of an amount that does not ex- 
cecd the 1990-1991 deficit reduction amount, has been passed by the 
Lgislature, signed by the Governor, and effectuated by the Board and the 
City. The legislation will forestall the impact of the 1990-1991 mid-year 
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state budget reductions. 
14. This Agreement is subject to ratification by the Union and adoption 




Abwncu (see also Sick Leave) 
annual check-up and lab tests lective bargaining agreements. due u, children's discapeo 
grievance conference sneodaocc 
bemititis B 
i l l k s  &I 9/1/67 
leaves (see Leaves) 
OFFICE OF TBE CHANCELLOR 
JOSEPH A. FERNANDEZ 
Chancellor 
negotiating committce attendance 
arsod business 
$01 to resignation 
r e h d s  
tcsuves. cumulative 
selective m i c e  examination 
self-heawl, regular 
self-heawl, regular substimtc 
without notice 
Agency Fee Deduction 
AeIumcnt 
This will confirm our understanding that the Board cannot effect mean- 
ingful savings in the latter months of the 1990-1991 school year by lay- 
offs or terminations of UFT members without, in effect, forcing the 
Board to all but shut down the system (because of the short period of the 
remaining school year and because of the unemployment insurance pay- 
ments triggered by such layoffs). Therefore this will further confirm our 
understanding that in the event further city cuts are imposed on the 
Board's budget in FY 1991 that do not require shutting down the system 
under the discretion available to me within my authority as Chancellor I 
will not lay off any UFT bargaining unit members in the 1990-1991 
school year, and these cuts will be imposed elsewhere. 
- ~ ~~ 
EopY of 65 
dwtion 66 
Annuity Fund 21 
Appointment to New Program, License or Title 39 Appointments and Assignments 
of Rovisionnls 23 
spsird comi&nts (see Special Complaints) 
Assignment during fm IS days 
Assignments, spsial 
Assault cases 
Signed this 23rd day of January 1991 B 
Bargaining Unit, defined 
Bargaining at hcadquancrs level only 
Board defined 
Bulletin Boards By: 
Joseph A. Femandez 
Chancellor. New York City Public Schools Cars, use of prmnal 
cenificateo 
Certified Rovisiooal Employees 
Chanter Lender 





"Community School Bod."  defined 
Compcnsatoly T i m  Off 
Conformity to Law 
Consultation Matings 
Consultation with Union on contract changes 
Continuity of Smice 
Comspondcnce Courses 
C o w  Unit 
Cumulative Absence Reserves and Sick Leave 
By: ' 
Sandra Feldman 
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repmentation by minority organization forbidden 
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sebool safety plan 
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Discharge regular substitute 
Disciplinky Arbitration Option 
Diipline 
District Chapter Malings 
Domestic Partners 
Duration of A p m e n t  
E 
~ a r l y  Retinmcnt Incentive (ERI) 
Electronic Funds T m f e r  (see also Pay b e f i ~ e s )  
~nvironmcntsl Health and Safety Joint CwuniW 
Escort on Field Visits 
Estate 
tumination pay 
vacation pay and service credit 
Evaluations 
Excessing Ruks 
~ s i m u d  to district 
step 2 - h u  kvel 
step 3Chnaeeuor 
time limits. extension of 
time emits: f a i ~ ~  to -t 
union i&ation of p u p  gnev- 
Gnevanecs Not C o v d  by Gnevsnce 





choie of bcalth plnns 
flexible spending account 
bepatitis 
reimbursement 
stabilization reserve fund 
supplemental bcnefito 
Horn of Work 
12.8 
9D,E,F 
3F1-3. App. 3F1 B
3 m  
10A13 





lncorponuion of Determination and Award 
lndiv~dual Employa Rights 
Infonuation to Chapter 
InSmice Course C d t  
lntemudiatc Differential 
Investigations 
11B. Rule 3 
118. Rule 5 
116. Rules 4.5 
118. Rule6 
11B. Rule 7 
11B. Rule 2 
116. Rule 5 




employas not accommodated within district 
hcadquartws position abolished 
return to formcr district 
seniority 
seniority. city-wide exass 
seniority, district excess 
Expedited 3020-a Fmcedw 
Excellence in Teaching YEIT') 
J 
Job Security 
Joint Intentions and Commitments 
Joint lnvwtiguion in Spscial Complaints 
Jury Duly. Payment 
L 
LayoN (see Exassing Rules) 
Leaves (nee also Absewe and Sick Leave) 
mruemiry leave and child care 
F-Status health benefit 




Files. Anendance Teacher 
military 
per diem service while on l ave  
personal & a h  
purposes of. without pay 




all positions filled by rcgvlus 
e x c e p m  
Longevl Increment 
Loyalty Lth 
Lbt of Vacancies (see also Transfers) 
M 
Maternity. Per Diem Service 
Matanity. Ro-Rata Pay 
Matters Not Covcnd 
Medical Examination Request 
Medical Report and Review 























appeals, chapter rights to initiate 
arbitration 
arbitration. limits on decision 
arbitration, panel 
arbiuation, remedy 
chapter initiation of group gricvanCeS 
confcrenccs. time and place 
definition 
excuse with pay 
field visits 
form 
grievance dispute. Board policy 
informalion for a determination 
Military Credit for Sick Leave 
Military Pay for 30 Days 
Military Selective Service Examination 
Military Service Continuity 
Modernization 





Pan Time Assignments 
Pay Practices 
bi-wakly 
elecmnic fund transfers 
Peace Corps Service 
Peer Intervention 
Pension and Retirement Program 
legislation jointly preparcd 
same benefits as in other 
Board of Education Plans 
Per Diem Substitutes 
applicability 










Personal Affairs Leave 
Political Chsck-off 
Preamble 
Reparntoly Provisional Anendance Teacher 
Professional Development 
Property damge 
Provisional Anendance Teacher Assignmenl 
Reduction of Paperwork 
Reemployment after Resignation 
Renovation and Modernization 
Resignation. Withdrawal 
Restriction of Union Activities 
Retirement (see Pension) 








exceeds allowable number 
length 
























































pmbstiooij period. recond license 
se~0fiW 





Salaries and Benefits 
S h y .  Advauxmcnt to Next Step 
S h y  w t  
newly appointed 
per diem substitute service 
regular substitute m i c e  




per diem substitute service 
regular substitute m i c e  
rezmploymcnt 
S a l w  Schedules 
aticndance teachers. Spanish speaking 
substitutes, regular ntes of pay 
Scholarship Fund 
Scbool Based ManagemcntlShared 
Decision Making (SBM/SDM) 
eligibility 
security and D i i i  line Commiaee 
Selective Service &aminstion 
Seniority 
excessing 
rotation h spcial assignments 
state and fcdually funded projects 
trsnsfers 
Sick Lcnve (see also Absences and LcnvesI 
absence for illness after 9/1/67 




PI diem service 
ksuming service as subaitute 
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